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The CTE Splitter, RCA :Part No. 8673734-503 Addendum 1, -504 Addendum 2, is
a s—i gned to extract time data from an interleaved video/auJio signal.
The CTE Splitter is a rack mounting unit 7 inches high, 19 inches wide and
u
20 inches deep, mounted on slides for retracting from the rack.	 The `unit
weights approximately 40 pounds.	 The unit contains all operator controls




The basic function of the CTE Splitter is to extract CTE time data from an 	 I
interleaved video/audio/CTE signal and to supply the CTE time data to the
r.. CTE display o1i the front panel.	 The -504 Series also provides a buffered	 3
CTE output for three remote displays.	 Front panel test jacks are provided
for monitoring SPLITTER V/A INPUT.
F_ A Front Panel SYNC switch selects the source of sync signal used in the
Splitter:	 Either internal (INT) or external (EXT) may be selected.	 If INT
SYNC is selected, the source of the sync signal is the Splitter Video_(V./A)
c
input signal.	 If EXT SYNC is selected, the source of the sync signal is




Front panel display of the CTE TIME CODE is also provided in day, hour,
minutes and seconds.
f' The CTE Splitter provides a front panel POWER On-Off Switch, a Power ON
indicator and an indicator lamp that illuminates when the fuse is open.





- made through connectors on the rear panel of the uni t.
The unitcontains plug-in, modules mounted in a module nest, a wired-in modulo
located on xhe rear chassis and a wired-in module on the front panel. 	 The




One power source is required for operating the CTE'Splitter;115VAC, 60 cycle,
single phase.	 The power interface is made through the 115 V ac connection
(J27) located at the rear of the unit. 	 All inputs and outputs are contained
on connecters mounted on the rear panel of the unit, 	 The unit contains a
POWER On-Off switch, a Power ON Indicator and an Indicator fuse, all mounted







Table 1-1 lists pertinent physical characteristics and Table 1-2 electrical
4




The CTE Splitter is a self-contained unit.
	 No external equipment is required-
for the operation of the unit when operated in the Internal Sync mode.
r y

















512'e 19 inches wide, 7 inches high, 20 inches deep
(plus handles)
Weight -Approximately 40 pounds
Indicators
Power On Dialco 95408-9 (with 220K resistor)
Indicator Fuse Littelfuse 344125
Lamps
Power On NE51
Power Switch DPST Toggle






Power Supplies Lambda, type US
Plug--In Modules
A2 - 8372840 Video/Audio Input
A3 - 8372842 Splitter Timing
A4- 8373015 External Sync
All - 8375682	 5 CTE Demultiplexer
A13 - 8376197`	 b CTE Output Buffer -
A14 - 83`76197 CTE Output Buffer
A15 - 8376197 CTE Output Buffer
Wired-In Modules
A10 `- 8673757 Bessel Filter/Equalizer







Power requirements: 115 volts, 60 cycles, l phase, 2 amperes
SPUTTER
V/A Inpu 4'
Level 1 V pp + 0.3 V Pp
Impedance 75 ohms + 10%
Sync Input












The CTE Splitter should be installed in a clean, dust-free area,	 An air-
conditioned area with low humidity and moderate temperature is preferred.
Refer to Figure 2-1 (Installation Clearance) for diagram.
2.1.2	 Installation in Rack (Refer to Figures 2-1, 2-2)'
_	
A
1.	 The unit is shipped with the chassis section of the slides mounted
on the sides of the unit as shown in Figure 2--2.
2.	 Assemble extender bracket to slide (cabinet section) as shown in
Figure 2-2, using #10 screw and two bars supplied.
Note:	 Extender bracket mounting position should be variedaccording
- to requirement of particular rack.
3.	 Mount assembled cabinet section into rack.
4.	 Insert unit (chassis section slides) into intermediate section slides.
2.1.3	 Power Connection	 j
- The CTE Spiitter is supplied with a power cord 7 feet +6 inches long.	 The
power 'cord contains a 3-wire grounding type plug for mating with a standard
3-wire grounding type convenience outlet.
	
Since the unit may be retracted
from the rack on slides, the AC_power cord should be dressed in the rack to




Signal outputs and inputs are made through connectors located on the rear
panel of the unit.
	 Sufficient room should be allowed for external connections










2.2 INITIAL ADJU TN[ENTS AND TESTS
To ensure that the equipment is performing properly, conduct tests outlined






The splitter section extracts time data from an interleaved Video/Audio/CTE
input,
Front panel test jacks are provided for monitoring splitter V/A Input.
* CTE TIME CODE information is displayed on the front panel in DAY, HOUR,
' MINUTE, and SECOND. k
A front panel selector is provided to allow selection of either internal 1
Y ' or external sync (REGEN SYNC from a processing amplifier).
3.2
	 CONTROLS AND INDICATORS
The location of the controls and indicators for the Audio Splitter /Interleaver
u
are shown in Figure 3-1.- These controls and indicators are tabulated in
k Table 3=1.
t 3.3- OPERATING PROCEDURES	 -
3.3.1	 Starting Procedure
Place POWER switch(S3) in the ON position.
	 POWER ON indicator DS5 should 4
illuminate.
	 Indicator fuse holder (XF1) should not be illuminated.
y 3.3.,2	 Operation
FrQr
l 	 Y 1
3.3.2.1	 Setup
Before operating the Splitter from `a Downlink signal the CTE Splitter should
LL
be set up as described below:'
v
ITEM	 NAME	 'FUNCTION
DS5 ON 115 V ac applied to unit power supplies.-
Fl Fuse Indicator fuse, lights when fuse is open.
fS3 € Power Power On-Off switch.
S4
^
Sync Selector swatch, selects S litter ClamP	 P




CTE Display Displays CTE Time code data.
rTest Equipment
The following test equipment (or equivalent) is required:
1. TV Signal Generator (Telemet Stairstep generator model 3502).
2. Processing Amplifier (RCA Model TA-19).
3. Oscilloscope (Tektronix 547 with type lAl plug-in).
3.3.2.1.1	 Splitter Setup
1. Monitor the signal at the front panel SPLITTER V/A INPUT test
jacks.
	
A composite video signal level of 1.0 V pp should be
present at thetest jacks (refer to Figure 304).-
2. Set front 'panel SYNC select switch in the INT position.
3. The front panel CTE DISPLAY should indicate the CTE 'rime Code,
4. - Set front panel SYNC select switch in the EXT position.	 Perform
Clamp Delay Adjustment as described in Section 5, Maintenance,
paragraph 5.3.1.3.6.1.









Figure 3-2. SPLITTER V/A INPUT 3-step test signal with no
interleaved audio
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.2 V/cm do
—Gnd	 Hor. Scale - 10 UsJcm
Figure 3-3. SPLITTER V/A INPt;T 3-step test signal with
interleaved pedestal only, no audio modulation
Scope Sync - A 3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.2 V'cm do
— Gnd	 Hor. Scale - 10 A s /cm
Figure 3-4. SPLITTER V/A INPUT 3-step test signal with
interleaved audio
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.2 \' 'cni do
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B. WAVEFORM OF ONE HORIZONTAL LINE
FIGURE 4.3.	 VIDEO/AUDIO/CTE WAVEFORM
The video signal from the output of the Bessel Filter/Equalizer A10-9 and <«
J
A10-10 (Ground) is fed to the V/A Input, pin 4 and pin 3 (Ground) of the
Video/Audio,;Input module (A2).
	
In the Video/Audio Input module (A2) 	 (refer _	 I
4
^.
to schematic diagram, Figure 6-3), the signal is fed through. the V/A LEVEL-
1
j	 control (R3), which is adjusted for the proper level at tke'Video Clamp (Q2),
I
test jack TJ1.	 (Refer to Table 5-1 for signal levels).
	
From the level control
^9
`:a
the video signal is fed through an amplifierstage (Ul, Q1.) 	 the gain of
ythe stage is determined by resistors R4iand R6. 	 The signal at the output
of the amplifier follows two paths, one through the sync strapper circuit
and the other to the video clamp.p
4-4

tThe sync stripper consists of a low pass filter, an amplifier, a diode clamp
and a comparator.
The law pass filter, consisting of A2-RIO and A3-Cl, reduces the noise bandwidth
of the sync stripper, thereby allowing the sunc stripper circuit to detect sync
in a low signal-to-noise signal.
	
The output of the low pass filter is fed to
the amplifier stage (refer to Splitter Timing (A3) schematic diagram, Figure 6-4).
The amplifier consists of Ul and its associated circuitry. 	 The output of the




From the diode clamp, the signal is fed to the comparator circuit , 2onsisting of
U2 and its associated circuitry. 	 The signal is fed through R11 to the non-inverting
input of L!2.	 The inverting input is biased, through resistors R12 and R13, to`a
"r# negative reference voltage, which causes the comparator output to be high when
9	
Y
the input is more positive than the reference. 4
€,, -
When the level at the comparator input becomes more negative than the reference, the
comparator output saturates (goes to zero) . 	 The transition takes place very rapidly p
due to the positive feet")ack, formed by resistors Rll and R16.
The signal from the output of the sync stripper (U2) is fed to the input of inverter
n
U9A.	 The output of the inverter U9A is fed to two paths, one to the Timing Circuit
I° and the other 'to the PAM Detector _Circuit.
i t 4.3.1.1,2	 Timing Circuit -3
•
(Refer to Splitter Timing (A3) schematic diagram; Figure 6-4).
	 The timing .circuit,
consisting of one-shots U12 and U4, generates a pulse to drive the PAM detector,
the sample delay circuit and the clamp circuit.




IThe signal into U12 is inverted sync from the output of inverter U9D. 	 This
signal is identical to that from the sync stripper U2 (refer to sync stripper, 	 3'
paragraph 4.3.1.1.1, and Figure 4=5).
The leading (positive-going) edge of the sync signal triggers one-shot U12 which
generates a 4-ys (positive-going) pulse.. 	 The 4. }is .pulse from U12 is fed to,the^
input , of one-shot U4.	 U4 is a non-retriggering 47-ps one-shot. 	 The time constant
-
of U4 is .set longer than twice horizontal rate so that retrigger will not occur
at this rate (during the vertical intervals):
.= The 47-ys pulse from the output of the timing circuit follows three paths, one
to the Video Clamp circuit (Internal), one to the PAM Detector circuit, and
one to the Sampling circuit (Internal).
4.3.1.1.3	 Video Clamp Circuit _
^r
._ The Video Clamp circuit clamps the video signal (sync tip) to ground. The video
clamp may be operated in two modes: 	 Internal or External. 	 In the Internal mode,
j - the clamp driver source is the sync stripper (Splitter Timing module A3) output.'




I^ (Refer to V/k Input '(A2) . schematic diagram, Figure 6-3; Splitter Timing (M)
r
-schematic diagram, Figure 6-4; and Splitter Clamp and Sample timing diagram
Figure 4-61.
The Video Clamp circuit (Internal Sync) consists of one-shot A3-U3, driver A2-Q6,7	 t
j` and clamp A2-Q2.	 The clamp one-shot (A3-U3) receives a 47-ys pulse from A3-U4.tj
I The leading (positive-going) edge of the input signal triggers the one-shot which
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Figure 4-6. Splitter, Clamp and Sample Timing Diagram
(internal sync)
the output of U3 is fed out of the Splitter Timing module on connector pin 8
f (clamp pulse), From A3-8 the clamp pulse is fed to pin 8 of the sync switch
IY
(54A) located oa the front panel. When the sync switch is in the INT position,
the internal clamp pulse is feel through the switch to the Vie-eo/Audio Input module
(A2). In A2 the clamp pulse is fed from connector pin 8 to the clamp driver (0,6,7)
which drives the video clamp (Q2). The video clamp is turned ON during the duration
of the 1-ps pulse and is turned OFF when the pulse is not present. Therefore, the
video signal is clamped to ground for 1  at the leading edge of each horizontal
pulse (and at horizontal rate during the vertical interval)
The signal from the video clamp (Q2) is fed through dual emitter follower (0,3,4)
e	 to the sampling switch (Q5).
i
4.3.1.1.3;2 External Sync




schematic diagram, Figure 6-3; and Splitter, Clamp and Sample timing diagram,
z ° Figure 4-7).
-	 The external clamp circuit consists of an inverter (Ql), timing driver (Ul,2),
clamp delay one-shot (US) and clamp pulse one-shot (U6) on the A4 module, sync
s
switch (S4A on the front panel, and clamp driver (Q6, 7) . and clamp (Q2) on, the A2.. •.
module.
? The External Sync signal enters the Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaves at the SPLITTER k...`
SYNC IN connector (J28) located on the rear panel.	 The sync signal is fed from J28
to A4-32 and 33 (Ground).
REGEN
SYNC IN
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In the A4 module the signal is fed to inverter Ql. 	 The output of Q1 is fed to
' one-shot Ul.	 U1 triggers on the leading (positive-going) edge of the input pulse
and generates a 4-ys pulse. 	 This 4 -Ns pulse is fed to one-shot U2.	 U2 is a
non-retriggering, 47-Fs ore-ahot, so that output pulses occur only at the horizontal
rate.	 The output signal from U2 follows two paths, one to the Clamp delay one-shot
(US) and the other to the Sample delay one-shot (0).
Clamp delay one-shat (US) triggers on the leading (positive-going) edge of the
47-ps input pulse and generates a positive-going pulse. 	 The width of the pulse
at the output of US is determined by the setting of CLAMP DELAY control R12-
(approximate range 1.0 to 2.0ps).	 The Clamp delay pulse is ` fed to the input of
Clamp pulse one-shot U6.	 The Clamp one-shot pulse (U6) triggers on the trailing,
(negative-going) edge of the Clamp delay pulse; therefore, the clamp pulse one-shot
(U6) generates a 1-ps wide pulse delayed by 1.5 +0.5 Vs from the leading edge of
s the SPLITTER SYNC input pulse
L	 :
rli	 t The clamp pulse is fed from U6 toconnector pin 8. 	 From A4-8 the clamp pulse is
fed to pin 9 of the SYNC switch S4A, located on the front panel. 	 When the SYNC
> switch is'in the EXT position, the External clamp pulse is fed through the switch
I to the Video/Audio Input module (A2). 	 In A2 the External clamp pulse folloti+_*s the




s The 'function of the Splitter Sampling circuit is to sample the U/A signal during
the PAM interval, to hold the sample between 'PAM intervals, and to filter the
j sampled signal, * thereby recovering the audio information.
t The Sampling circuit may be operated in two modes: Internal or External.
	 In the
Internal ;node, the Sampler driver source is the sync stripper (Splitter Timing'
'r
module A3) output.
	 In the External mode, the sampling circuit driver source is
_ the REGEN SYNC signal from the RCA TA-19 Processing Amplifier.
7
4.3.1.1.4.1	 Internal Sync
(Refer to V/A Input (A2) schematic diagram, Figure 6-3 	 and Splitter Timing (A3) T`
^ x
schematic diagram, Figure 6-4). x
a	
The sampling circuit consists of dual emitter follower A2-Q3, sampler switch
A2-Q5,-hold capacitor A2-C8, isolation amplifier A2-U2, AUDIO LEVEL control
A2-R23, active low pass filter A2-U3A, B sampler driver A2-Q8, 9, sample delay
one-shot A3-US., sample-delay control A3-R21, sample pulse one-shot A3-U6,
SPLITTER TIMING control (R14) and SYNC switch (S4A,B) .
The Sample delay one-shot A3-U5 receives a 47-ps pulse from A3-U4 (refer to paragraph
4.3.1.1.2 for description of Timing Circuit). 	 The leading (positive-going) edge
of the input signal, triggers theone-shot (refer to timing diagram, Figure 4-6) 3
which generates a 9 +3ys pulse (adjusted by SAMPLE DELAY control A3-R21 and SPLITTER
:f TIMING control R14)_.	 The Sample Delay pulse is fed from A3-U5 to the input of Sample
a	 '- pulse one-shot U6.	 One-shot U6 triggers on the trailing (negative-going) edge
of the sample delay pulse.	 Therefore, the sample pulse one-shot U6 generates a
a
I
0.3-jus pulse, delayed by approximately 9ps from the leading edge of the'splitter f
`sync stripper output pulse.
{ The sample pulse signal is fed from U6-8 to connector pin 10. 	 From A3-10 the
Sample pulse is fed to pin 2 of the SYNC switch S4A located on the front panel'.
When the SYNC switch is in the INT position, the Internal sample pulse is fed
through the switch to the Video/Audio module (A2 pill 	 In A2 the Sample pulse
is fed from connector pin 10 to the sampling switch driver (Q8,9)-which drives the
sampling switch.(Q5).	 The sampling switch is turned ON during the duration,if the
0.3-ps sampling pulse and is turned OFF when the pulse is not present.
I^
During the 0.3-}is period, when the sampling switch (Q5) is turned on, hold capacitor
C8 is charged to the level of the PAM signal (at Video Clamp Q2), through emitter
r
follower Q3,4.
	 During the interval between sample pulses, Sampling Switch Q5 is




The sampled PAM signal is fed from hold capacitor Q8 through isolation amplifier U2
to AUDIO LEVEL control R23. 	 From the arm of R23 the sampled PAM level is fed
I
through the low pass filter (U3A,B). 	 This is an active four-poke Butterworth low
pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 3 kHz.
	 From the output of the low pass
filter (U3B) the sampled and filtered PAM signal (audio) is fed to connector pin
i
26 (VTR AUDIO OUTPUT).
I _
4.3.1.1.4.2	 External Sync
(Refer to V/A Input (A2) schematic diagram, Figure 6-3; External Sync (A4) schematic
diagram, Figure 6-5; and Timing Diagram, Figure 4-7).
The external sampling circuit consists of dual emitter follower A2-Q3,4, sampling
m.
switch A2-Q5, hold capacitor A2-C8, emitter follower A2-U2, AUDIO LEVEL control A2-R23,
active low pass filter A2-U3A,B, and sampler driver A2-Q8,9 (the above components are
located on the V/A Input module (A2) and are also part of the Internal Sampling
circuit described above, paragraph 4.3.1.1.2.1). 	 The external sampling circuit also
j
':
consists of A4-Ql, Ul,_U2 (also used in external clamp circuit), Sample Delay one-
shot A4-U3 and Sample pulse one-shot A4-U4.
	 Front panel SYNC switch (S4A,B) and
SPLITTER TIMING control R14 is also used.
F
The external sync signal enters the Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaves unit at the
I s
SPLI;TTER SYNC in connector (J28) located on the rear panel.
	 The sync is fed from
,x
j J28 to A4-32 and 33 (ground).
k
^Y
In the A4 module the signal_is- fed from connector pin 32to inverter Q1. ._.The
output of Q1 is fed to one-shot Ul.	 Ul_triggers on the leading (positive-going)
edge of the input pulse and generates a4-ys pulse.`
	 This pulse is fed to one-shot
r U2.	 U2 is a non-retriggering 47-ps one-shot, so that output pulses occur only at a
* the horizontal rate'.
	 The output signal from U2 follows two 'paths, one to the clamp
delay one-shot (U5)', described in paragraph 4.3.1.1.3.2' abot=e, and the other to the
c sample delay one-shot (U3)
4-12
3Sample delay one-shot (U3) triggers on the leading (positive-going) . edge of the ±'
47-Ns input pulse and generates a positive-going pulse. 	 The width of the pulse at
the output (U3-8) is determined by the setting of the SAMPLE DELAY control-(A4-R9)
3
and the SPLITTER TIMING control (R14), located-on the front panel; the width is
approximately 10ps.	 The sample delay pulse is fed, to the input of sample pulse
I: one-shot U4.	 U4 triggers on the trailing (negative-going) edge of the sample delay
pulse.	 Therefore, the sample pulse one-shot (U4) generates a 0.3-ys wide pulse
rjf
i
delayed by approximately 10 .ps from the leading edge of the SPUTTER SYNC input pulse.'
The sample pulse is_ fed `from U4-8 to connector pin 10. 	 From A4-10 the sample pulse
i
is fed to pin 3 of the SYNC switch (S4A) located on the front panel.
	 When the -
a SYNC switch is in the EXT position, the External sample pulse is coupled through
L the switch to the Video/Audio Input module (A2). 	 In A2 the External sample pulse




j Refer to Splitter functional diagrams Figure 4-2;-CTE demux and display functional j
j diagram, Figure 4-10; CTE demux schematic diagram, Figure 6-12; CTE display schematic
diagram, Figure 6-13, and CTE tnux and demux timing diagrams, Figures 4-11 and 4-12.
-The CTE demux board '(All) accepts the clamp pulse and V-sync (detector) signals as
^	 ^	
e
timing	 eferences to operate counters which provide the controlled clockg	 p	 P	 pulses for T
I
x a shift register.	 The board also accepts the video signal.which is fed ;into`the
=shift register durin g
 line 17.	 The line 17 naral 1-.1 o,,,'+p
 t information is fed to
the
4





The basic clock pulses-for the shift register are derived from the 629.37 kHz VCO
(All U3).
	 This VCO is part of a phase-locked-loop consisting of phase detector U?,
I,
_active filter U2A, amplifier U2B and a ;'40 counter U4 and US.
	 The reference signal,
4-13
Cfor this phase- locked-loop is obtained from the sync tip clamp pulse, at the 4
" horizontal line rate (15.73 kHz) after passing through inverter U6A and one-shot
U7.	 The delay timing of U7 is approximately 10 microseconds and is controlled by
R16.	 Pulses from U7 are also applied to one input of Nand gate U13A. x
i The other input to U13A is obtained from set-reset flip-flop U13C,D which is
triggered by the externally applied V-sync (detector) signal.
	 The pulses from
U7 are also applied to one input of Nand gate U13A,
4
The 'other input to U13A is obtained from'set-reset flip-flop U13C,D which is 
t.1 7.ggered by the externally applied V-sync (detector) signal. 	 The pulses from the
U7 are then ,applied through inverter U13B to a 1 14 counter (U15, U14A and U14B).-
Because the V-'sync (detector) signal occurs at line 4, the output of the 114
counter identifies line 17, at which time flip-flop U13C,D is reset.	 At the start
of line 17 gate U8B is turned on allowing the pulses from VCO U3 to pass on to
r, the ;32 counter (U9, U10, U12 and Ull D,E,r.).
	 The output from the 1 32 counter
passes through the low-to
-high edge detector (U8D, U11A,B,C)- to produce a strobe
x pulse which resets both counters.
F	 I
`Thus', a controlled group of 32 clock pulses synchronized to occur at line 17 passes
x
on to shift register U17, U18, U19
	 U19.	 Simultaneously, the video signal is applied
to the shift register data input through inverter U16 resulting in a serial-to- z
j parallel conversion of the CTE information contained in line 17 of the video signal.
The parallel outputs of the shift register are connected to the LED display units
c located
-
 on the CTE Display Module (Al2), which produces
. a numerical day-hour-minute-
second display.
F
. 	 !	 9 In the -504 version, the CTE information is also supplied to three remote indicators .
it
through three CTE Output Buffer modules ;(A13, A14, A15).
k
}-4.
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Figure 4-10.	 CTE Demwx and Display Functional Diagram
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Maintenance of the CTE Splitter is relatively simple since it may be readily
checked while installed in a rack. 	 Test jacks are provided on the plug-in-
modules so that key points in the circuits maybe easily monitored by retracting
' the unit from the rack, on its slides and using an oscilloscope (refer to Figure 5-1).
This maintenance section consists of two parts: 	 preventative maintenance and
corrective maintenance.
5.2	 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
Very little preventive maintenance is required. 	 No lubrication is required.
Periodic cleaning of the unit while installed in the rack is recommended.	 Power
supply voltages should be checked periodically at test jacks located at the rear
A
of the unit0
i The lamp of the Power On indicator is a_ neon >type,.'
x
i REPLACEMENT LAMPS
" 1.	 Power On Indicator:	 NE51
5.3	 CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
5.3.1	 Alignment Procedure
Refer toithe following figures: f
;
E
'I.	 Figure 5-3., Top View of Unit, Test Jacks and Setup Controls
Test-Equipment j




i	 1.	 TV Signal Generator (Telemet Stairstep Generator Model 3502).
2. Processing Amplifier (RCA Model TA-19)
3. DC Voltmeter
4. Oscilloscope (Tektrojix 547 with type lAl plug-in),.
Ti R23	 1'J	 Ti	 Tr TJ	 R3
A2
`	
10 ; AUDIO	 -:-,	 i'.	 1	 4	 3,	 V/A
	





















i	 H Figure 5-3.	 Alodule Nest Top View, Test Jacks and Setup Controls
a
5.3.1.1 DC Voltage Setup
Monitor do voltages at test jacks on the rear, panel.
	 Voltage should be within
t 0.1 volt of specified voltage; if not, adjust corresponding power supply.,
,
5.3.1.2 Splitter Alignment	 —
x
(Refer to Figure 5-3 for location of module test jack and controls) .
F 1. Connect the INTERLEAVED V/A/CTE to the SPLITTER V/A INPUT (J1), located
on the rear panels
2. Monitor the signal at the unit front panel SPLITTER V/A INPUT test jacks.
Adjust the input for a composite video signal level of 1.0 V P-	 at theP 
test jacks (refer to Figure 3-4) .
5-2
rr;r A
5.3.1.2.1 Video Clamp Level Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-8)
1. Set front panel SYNC select switch in the INT position.
2. Monitor the signal at test jacks A2-TJ1 (V-CLAMP). 	 Sync scope from
t
A3-TJ3 (SYNC)
3.. Adjust A2R3 (V/A LEVEL) control for 2-.0 V p-p at A2-TJ1.
k'
5.3.1.2.2 Detector Timing Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-19) 	 -:
1. Monitor signal at test jack A3-TJ6 (PAM). 	 Set scope oninternal SYNC.
2. Adjust A3-R25 (DET DLY) control fully clockwise. 	 Observe waveform at
test jack A3-TJ6 (PAM) and adjust A3-R25 (DET DLY control) counter-
clockwise for a pulse width of 2 Ns.
NOTE:	 No pulse will appear until A3-R25 is rotated CCI9 from its
extreme CII position.
IJ 5-.3.1.2.3 External Sync Adjustments
r
5.3.1.2.3.1.	 Clamp belay Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-9)
1. Set the front panel SYNC select switch in the EXT position. 3
} 2. Monitor the signal at test jack A2-TJ1 (V-CLAMP). 	 Sync scope internally.
3. Adjust A4-R12 (CLAMP DLY) so that the leading edge of the clamp pulse
is approximately 1 ys after the beginning of the horizontal sync pulse





5 .3.1 . 1 2.3.2 	 J	 lIEJ1C Delay A(1J UJ WllCilL	 " 1'elCY' to {'1gUle 5-13).
I' 1. Set SYNC select switch in EXT position.'
! 1; 2.` Monitor the signal at test jack A2-TJ1 (V-CLAMP) using scope CH-1 and
the signal at A2-TJ4 (SAMP) using scope CH-2.
	 Use ALT sweep; sync
scope from A3-TJ3 (SYNC) .
t 5-3
3. Adjust A4-R9 (SAMP DLY) control to place the sample pulse (trailing
edge) in the corner of the PAM sample.
NOTE: Sample pu'';se position may also be observed in the PAM pulse
(A2TJ1). Sample pulse timing may, therefore, be adjusted by
using only one channel of the scope,
I
5.3.1.2.4 CTE Demux Adjustment (refer to Figure 5-48)
	
1.	 Monitor signal at All-TJ4 (VCO)
s-
	2.	 Connect,shorting jumper, between All-TJ2 and All-TJ4.
3.	 Adjust All-R7 (VCO set) for a signal frequency of 15.74 kHz at All-TJ4.
4.	 Remove shorting jumper.
S.	 Observe number sequence on the CTE Display (fronT panel.).'
6.	 Adjust All-R16 (Delay) for a number sequence presentation of 08 08 08 08.
5.3.2	 Troubleshootingg
For troubleshooting, refer to the following:_
Functional description, Section 4, and functional diagrams, Figure 4-2 (Splitter).
Schematic diagrams, Figure 6-1 (Audio /CTE
 Splitter), and Figures 6-2 through
6-10 (module schematics) .
Waveforms of signals at the front panel test jacks, Figures 3-2 through 3-10.
Waveforms of signals at module test jacks, Figures S-6 through 5-54:
,
Location of module cest'jacks and controls, Figure 5-3. 	 r
Location of components on the modules, Figures 5-55 through 5-66.
Table 5-1, Splitter-Signal Levels.i
Table 5-2	 Interleaver'Signal 'Levels.
NOTE:	 Tables 5-1 and 5-2 are for use in troubleshooting and may be used in
<.. conjunction with the corresponding functional diagram (Splitter,
Figure 4-2,--and Interleaver, Figure 4-13).












Figure 5-4. A2TJ1 V-Clamp
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.5 V/cm de
llur. Scale - 10 us/cm
Gnd
Emu 'T I figure 5-9.	 A2TJ1 V-Clump tF.xtE • rnal Syne Clamp
Scope Sync - INT
Vert. Scale - 0.2 V/cm do
Iior. Scale - l us/cm
Gnd
figure 5-10. A2TJ2 Sample
Scope Sync - I\T
Vert. Scale - ().^) V'em do
M)r. Scale - 0.5 ms. cm
Gnd
I'i"re 5-11. A2TJ3 Clamp
Scope Sync - A3T,13
Vert: Scale - 5 V 'cm do
llor. Scale - 1 p s 'cm
.nd
ORIGINAL PAGE IS








Figure 5-12. A2TJ1 V-Clamp (top)
A2TJ4 Sample (bottom). Internal
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.5 V/cm (top)
5.0 V/cm (bottom)





Figure 5-13. A2TJ1 V-Clamp (top)
A2TJ4 Sample (bottom), External
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.5 V/cm (top)
5.0 V/cm (bottom)	 --
Hor. Scale - 1 us/cm
Figure 5-14. A3TJ1 LPF
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 0.5 V/cm do






Figure 5-15. A3TJ2 Sync Clamp
Scope Sync - A3TJ3
Vert. Scale - 2.0 V/cm do
Hor. Scale -	 10 As /-;M
Gnd
Figure 5-16. A3TJ3 Sync




Hor. Scale - 2 W s/cm
Gnd
Figure 5-17. A3TJ4 V-Sync
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V/cm do
Hor. Scale - 2 ms/cm
Gnd
V
Scope Sync - INT
ga
Scope S%	 - INT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V / cm do
[for. Scale - 0.2 µs/em
- Gnd
Figure 5-20. A4TJ 1 Sample
Figure 5-18. A3T.J5 V-Sync (Detector)
Scope Sync - I NT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V/cm do
Hor. Scale - 1 us/cm
Gnd
Figure 5-19. A3TJ6 PAM (Detector)
Scope Sync - 1NT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V /cm do
Hor. Scale - 1 ps/cm
- -- — Gnd
Gnd
I igure 5-21. A41'J2 Clamp
Scope Sync; - INT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V/cm do
Iior. Scale - 0.5µs/cm
Gnd
Figure 5-22. A4TJ3 Drive
Scope Sync - INT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V /cm do
Hor. Scale - 10 µ s/cm
Figure 5-23. A4TJ4 Sync
Vert. Scale - 1.0 V/em do
Hor. Scale - 2 µ s/cm
Gnd
.o
Scope Sync - INT
S('OPe 51114: - I NT
Vert. Scale - 1.0 %'/cm do
lior. Scale - 2 ms/(:m
---- Gud
Figure 5-21. A41'J5 V-Syue
N,
7AI^
	 ^ Tr.rt+^:v a, .>^ ..iii ^b s+ Vic' ` ^r 	 ^





Figure 5-47. A5TJ1/A5TJ I Reference/ VC0
(A11TJ1/A11TJ4 is similar)
Scope Sync - LNT, Ch A. Chopped
Gnd	 Vert. Scale - 2 V/cm do
llor. Scale - 0.5 µs /cm
Gnd






Vert. Scale - 1 N' 'cm do
Tul	 . 	 1ior. Scale - 10 u s 'cm
et.t;
Gnd
Figure 5-49. A 11TJ2 Phase Detector
Scope Sync - D;T
Vert. Scale - 0. 2 V , 'cm de
1lor. Scale -
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Scope Sync - P 
Vert. Scale - I V/cm dc












Figure 5-50. A11TJ3 Error
Scope Sync - INT
-M
Vert. Scale - 1V/cm dc
Ifor. Scale - 20 Ais l cm
iVIF"I'* F-4-71 1.73 IRW 1,
000 
wum L.4i	 Figure 5-52. A11TJ5 Line 17







,^ Vert. Scale	 I V,/cm dc
*SV I
	





Figim, 5-5:3. A11T.IG Data
l
Scope Sync - A 11 TJ5
Vert. Scale - 1 V/cm do
Ihr. Scale - 5 µ si cm
sa	 ^	 ^ ,^ '
-.•-'ter
A$	 E^, 7h IV I P,
Gnd












i : ,	 1ea^.-j^!: Fi^,ure 5-^4.
E a I	 jj	 .















A11TJ7 Shift Register Clock
Scope Sync - A 11 TJ5
Vert. Scale - 1 X' 'cm do
Iior. Scale - 5 jcs.'em

Fj-
--- -	 -	 -	 — -	 -	 1AMIZ 5ml 9PIXI TE4 t YAr j^EV— Ica- -	 - - ._	 -	 ----	 --
u Connector or Reference
Test Jack Designation Description Level Figures Remarks
A2TJ4 . Sample	 0.3-4's positive- -12 to 0 V p-p 5-12
going pulse
A3-6 LTF DRIVE	 TV Signal 2.0 V p-p, Same as signal at A2-6.
A3-8 Clamp	 1-µs positive- O o +4.1 V p-p
going pulse r.
` A3-10 Sample	 0.3-has positive- O to+4.1 V p-p
going pulse
!3
A3TJ1 LPF	 TV Signal 1.6 V p-p 5-14 AC coupled.
A3TJ2 Sync Clamp	 TV Signal 6.8 V p-p 5-15 Sync tip at approx. +0.6 V




A3TJ4 V-Sync	 200-42s positive- 1.8 V p-p, 5-17 Base line at approx. -0.2 V
going pulse
A3TJ5 V-Sync (detector)	 1-µs negative- ' O to +3.7 V p-p 5-18
going pulse
J28 Splitter Sync In	 TV 'Sync +0.4to -4.1 V Rear Panel BNC connector.-
p-P
(75 ohm term),_
:. A4-32 Same as signal at J28.
A4 TJ 4 Sync	 TV Sync O to +4.5 V p-p 5-23
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Figure 5-66. Module Layout Al2 (CTE Display)
'	 TABLE 5-1. SPLITTER SIGNAL LEVELS
(Refer to Splitter Functional Diagram, Figure 4-2; Audio/CTE Splitter/Interleaver Schematic, Figure 6-1;
and Module Schematics, Figures 6-2, 6-3, 6-4, 6-5, 6-10, 6-11, 6-12, 6-13)
Connector or
TlesxJack Designation Description Level
Reference
Figures Remarks









TP1, TP2 (Gnd. Splitter ';,.TV Signal 1.0 V p-p4, 3-2, 39 4 Front Panel test jacks.
(A2-4) V/A Input -`	 .  ^Yr
x^. (ac coupled).A	 )
A2TJ1 V-Clamp TV Signal
,
,,Z.0 V p-p 5-8, 5-9 Sync Tip at 0 V dc.
A2TJ2 Sample Recovered Auddio Le.3 V p-p 5-10
(unfiltered)f_
A2-26 VTR Audio Output Recovered Audio 0.4 V p-p AC coupled.
' (filtered)
A2-6 LPF Drive , ? f TV Signal 2.0 V p-p ' AC coupled.
A2-8 Clamp' 1-us positive- 0 to +4.1 V p-p
going pulse
A2TJ3 Clamp l-µs positive-
e
-12 to 0 V p-p 5-11
going pulse
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Figure 6-12. CTE Demux Schematic
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REL CODE IDENT NO..
49671 OFE 4 .SHEETS
CHECKED BY	 DAT t CONTRACT NO.
ly" 8-07968
J'3WS 9 -/3767DESIGN ACTIVITY APPD	 DATE,
REVISIONS




INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOMI	 -
-
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL










U—Govtorcustomer	 *—Vendor item.' See specif Icat)onor`
.furnished	 source control drawing;..
K—Govt or customer	 -
furnished and	 -
installed
y ,	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE (DENT' SHEET
a SHEETS PANS _LIST__:_
^T H PL 1673794- oz.
SPECIFICATION . N LINE '.RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK, N, Y. 7T v 6
a
.
NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR SFIND 44. 503 504 503 502 501 M (DENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M
0201 Al 1 I 63TZ830*501 SPLITTER OUTPUT'
0202 A2 1 1 1 1 6372840501 VIDEO/A4010 INPUT`
P 0203 A3 1 l 1 1 8372842«501 SPLITTER T11M,
F 0204 A4 I I 1 1 63T3015401 EXTERVAL $YnCI
E 0205 A5 1 83T5683"502 CTE NJX
P 0206 , A6 1 1 63j2644"501 AUDIO INPUT
0207 AT 1 1 0372446401 VIDEO INPUT
P 0208 AO 1 I 83T2843;501. tNTERLEAVER ]UTPUT
P 0209 A9 1 1 8372830;501 AUDIO POWER AMPL
0210 AID I I 86T3757;,501 9ESSEL FILTER•/EQJAWERI
E' 0211 All I 1 1 6375682:501 CTE OE:MUX
!' 0212 Al2 I 1 11 I 8676341w5D1 80 ASSY DIS?CAY'GSE+
NjL.C^02/2. t 0213 CI 3 1 1 1 81349 CEOC9110 CAPACITOR
MjL^C 62/2 I 0214 C2 I 1 1 61340 CEj3C9110 CAPACITOR
F
023 5 All I 817619700; CTE OJTPUT 5-JFFERI
P 0216' Atli 1 8376197-501 GTE OUTPUT BUFFER







^	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEET
SHEET/
C
PA'RTS^ LIST LTH PL 567379,4- 0j.
SPECIFICATION
a
LINE RSA CORGORATION. NEW YORK. N V. 49671
NO. ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR V
o FIND	 N0. M (DENT IDENTIFYING NO DESCRIPTION M509 504 903 302 5 01
1 0301 CRT 1 1 00131 1N§45 DIODE
1' 0302 CR1 1 1 00131 1N045 DIODE
1 03 D3 CR3 1 1 10131 1N§45 DIODE
1 0304 CR4^ 1 1 40131 1N¢45 DIODE
1 0303 CR5 1 1 00131 1N445 DIODE
I 03D6 CO 1 i 80131 1NQ45 DIODE
03D7 CRT' - 1 1 40131 1N§ 45 DIODE
1 030 4 D51 1 1 08906944 LAMP
1 0310 DS2
1 1 8890634:4	 _ LAMP
1 0311 DS3 1 1 6890654w4 LAMP
1 0312 DS4 1 1 1 8890454w4 LAMP
1 0313 D55 I 1 1 ! NE51 LAMP# NEON_
I 0 	 1a ,3	 ` E 1 i
^I
81,^3050w1 TIRM14AL BOARD
0311. 12 I 48004318 TERMINAL; STUD04454A'TQ0
1 0 31 8 11 1 1 1I 48§043;8 TERMIVAW STJO; •4'NSJLATED
1 031 9, 14 1 48§043;8 TERM1`4ALr	 SjUDSINSJEATEO






QTR pl es^37s ►^
 -
04
SPECIFICATION— N LINE RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK,N Y. M' 49671
ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR SNO
o FIND	 N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING N0. DESCRIPTION M.906 904 903 302 501'
I 0401 BS 1 1 1 1 4800438-8 TERMINAL ► STJO"454ATEO
t 0402 E6 1 1 489041;6 TERMINAL 3,	 STJO
I 0403 E7 1 1 480041:8 TERMINAL; STJO
t 0404• ES 1 I 4600418-8 TERMIWALs STUD
Oi10 fl- —. 1 PO;912SV2900A, FUSE
t 0415 41__ 74666 $16248 CONNECTOR
y i4•CyD902A/ 1.0 I'- 0416 • J2. 1 1 1 96906 MSj61Q8«PA JACK-
!^jL:::8902^/1,0 T 0411` JA 1 1' 1 96906 MSj6108:8A JACK
41L 009024/10 t 0418 J4 1 1 1I 96906 M546108"- 8A JACK-
MjL-Cb 'J9024/10 I 0419 J9 1 1 1 1; 46gQ1 MSj6t08R8A JACK
`4.
.,e
^	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE (DENT SHEETI
SHEETS PARTS' LIST - LTR PL 16 11373.- 00.
SPECIFICATION	 N ' LINE—` RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N. Y. 4967
NO., ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH N0. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR Vo FIND 'NO' M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION MSOS 504 503 S02 501
MjlwCiD9Oj4/10 t 0901 J4 1 l 1 1 96906 MS16108.;8A JACK
-416.00- 39024/10 1 0562 J7 1 l 1 1 ?6406 1015161066A JACK
MjL.Cy39024/10 1 050) J8 1 1 96906 MS16105;8A JACK
41LC439 024 / 10 t 0504- J9 1 1 96906 MS}blOBQBA JACK
1414wCP39024/10 1 0509 J10 1 96906 MS16108e8A JACK
41L.C.39024/10 t 0 5 06 J11 1 ?5906 MS1610844A JACK
MjL.CQ39024/10 I 0 507 J12 1 1 96906 MS16108w 8 A J1CK
41L-C ,0 9 024/10 1 0 908 J1 3 1 -	 1 96906 M51610e;8A JACK
I O50 9 J14 , 1 j 74868 31,RZ45 CONNECTOR
4jL.dw39 0Z4/10 1 0510 J15 1 1 96906 MS161050A JACK
%!4.39024/10 '1 0511 -J16 1 96406 MS1610WA JACK
I 0912 J1 7 1 + 74064 31-145 CONNECTOR
1 p513 J 1 8 1 1 74868 AI?245 CONNECTOR
%.Ca39024/10 1 0514 J1 9 1 i 96906 M516108w5A JACK
4IL.C419024/10 1 0 5 1 9 J2o 1 1 96906 MS16108t3A JACK
MjL^Ca39024/l0 t 0 5 16 , J21 1 S 96906 MS161084A JACK,
4jLoCo39024/10 1 0517' J22. 1 1 ?6906 MS16108e3A JACK
9 j4 .C 1X39 024/l0I I 0518 J23 1 1 96906 MS16108;,64 JACK
MjL^Cc3 9024/10 1 0319' J2 4• 1 f 96906 MS15108^2a JACK
^!}	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE (DENT SHEEET
SHEET, PARTS__ 1ST LTR PL 8M373b pb
LINE
H (/y^ 967SPECIFICATION N RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK. N Y. •
NO. ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR V
o FIND NO. M (DENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M503 504 503 302 501
AIL-C639024110 I 0601 J25 1 1 96906 MS161080A' JACK
Mjt.Cr39024/1D 1 0602 J26_ 96906 MSib108.+10A JACK
I 06p3 J27 I 1 1 1 01295 7446 INTEGRATED 41RCUIT
1 0604 J28 3 1 1 1 74868 $17247 CONNECTOR
I 0 5 05 J29 1 20153202 CONITECPOR (ARP)
1 060E K1' 1 1 49671 T174:4Ctl2V0C2 RELAY
1 0609 K2 I 19671 M4r4Ctl2VDC) RELAY
i Obit L' ii 1 M9471 3A45 SPlAKER,. S1N,; 4N
1 'obi3 M1 1 49671 10674 METER#VU, MPa&h-1267
1 0615 Piz I 1 1 I^ 49671 ' LX4:A3:OV POKER 3UPPLY,.5V
0616; P3I 1 1 ; 49671 1."X .kiA15 POKER 304LIs.15T
1 0617' P$3 1 1 1 49071 LX,, ;A15 POWER SUPP00, 15Y









_ _^SPECIFICATION N LINE RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK, N Y.
0 NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR V
03 FIND	 NO. M (DENT IDENTIFYING N0. DESCRIPTION M503 504 503 502 50
MIL-Ra 1 /3 1 0701 A l 1 1 81349 RCZ0GF102K KE?ISTOR
MIL.K*04 1 3 I 0702 • RZ 1 1 01549 KV4_NAYS01 '02A RESISTOR
4;L.R.11/3 I 0703 R3 1 1 01349 RC;DGFZZOK RESISTOR
MIL-Rwll/3 1 0 704 R4 1 1 1!1359 RCZOGF220K RESISTOR
%.R:11/3 1: ,0703 RS 1 1 41349 RC;00F210K RESISTOR
M;L-R"1113 I 07 06 ' R6 1 1 @1849 RCZ0GF2Z0K RESISTOR
4;L- A-11/3 I , 0707' RT 1 1 91349 RC;OOF220K RESISTOR
4IL- R.11/3 I 0700 R4 1 1 01349 RC?J OGF330K RESISTOR:
41L R.94/5 1 0709 R9 1 1 01349 RV"AYSD103A RESISTOR
41L.R.94/5 1 0710 R10 i 81349 RV4NAYS01034 RESISTOR
M ;L-904/5 I 0711 R11 1 1 1049 RV^NAYSD5 01A RESISTOR,
M;L-Rw94/S I 0712 R1Z 1 1 61349 RV44AY50501A RESISTOR
41LnR.10509/1 I 0713 R13 ti 1 1 41349 RNQ007111F RE5ISTOA`
NIL•R.94/5 I 0714• R14• 1 1 41349' RVINAYSDID2A RESISTOR
MIL.RaI/9 1 0719 R15 I 1 1 1 81349 RC970PI03K RESISTOR'.
M;L.RRll/8 I Oil, R16 1 1 81349 RCQ75F103K RESISTOR,
O'er
I






SH EToff,SHEET/ PARTS LIST H 49671
SPECIFICATION N
LINE ' - RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK, N Y.
!ITEM	 OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO.	 U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR SN0.
o FIND N0. I,DENi IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M505 504 503 Boa 501
	
M
1 0801 31 1 1! 76654, 3997314; SNITCH! ROTYRK
1 0802 , 52 1 1 91929 13DM1A1 SNl Crly PUSISUTTON
It 080,3 33 1 1 1 96906 MS'35059422 SWITCH'
I 0804 S♦ 1 1 1 i 76474 3996411813 SNITCH! ROTAty
1 0105 TB1 1 j 75382 5 94*20D4.9 TERMINAL 90+ 9TO;S
1 0806 T82 1 1 75382 599;2004-? -TERMINAL 8Dv 9TLS:
1 0907 T53 1 75382 599:,2004.? TERMINAL Sou `?TLS.
1 0808 T94 1 75)82. 594e200^^o TERMINAL IDo,9TLS•
0809 Ml 1 8760661,501 CABLE ASSY
1 0810 XAl 1
1
91662 00,7008:035!+163-=001 RECEPTACLk
I Dell XA 2 I 1 ? 1662 00e70084035 -163s00 1 RECEPTACLE
I 0 8 12 XA 3 1 1• - ?1662 OOn70o8 03li163;001 RECEPTACLE;
I 0811 XA4 1 3 91662 00s70o$;Q'1 3a163;001 RECEPTACLE'
I 081 4• XA 5 ! 91662 000008^030.1 63e001 RECEPTACLE
1 0815 XA6 1 91662 00+7008032-163.'001 RECEPTACLE -
I 0816 XA7 1 1 91662 00m7005^03501 6 3;,001 RECEPTACLE
1 0817 XA S I I ?166Zr 00,70011;035:1 6 30001 RECEPTACLE
1 081:8 XA9 t 91662 00v?oo3.035R1 6 3;001 RECEPTACLE






REV CODE (DENT SN ET
a
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL 86737'x' - _ 0
SPECIFICATION r j LINE RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N Y,
N
` f 3 V 7 1
NO. ITEM OR CITY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o FIND	 N0. " IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M303 goy 303 02- 50
0901 XA11 1 1 1 41662 000008:.03 5 +1 63.001 RECEPTACLE;
1 090'i X051 1 1 41929 2F;03 LAMP HOUSIN4 430
1 ,0904 XOS2 1 91929 2F&03 LAMP 413010- M3D
P 0909 XDS3 1 I i 1 74Q936s21 LAMPHOLDER
1 0900 XF1 1 I 1 1 75919 141125 FUSEHOCOER'
1 0 910 X4 1 1 70E09 30055.2 SOCKETo 1%AY -
1 0911 XK2 1 1 70309 3005542 SOCKETi REOY'
I 0 9 1 3 XA13 41662 00e8219 72;722.001_ RECEPTACLE
I 0914- XA14 41662 00e 8 21 9i72i7 22R001 RECEPTACLE














LINE RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK. N. Y. *
0 NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO, U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o FIND	 NO. ' M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M5-05__ 504 503 502 501
P 1001 1 X 067281B $CHEM DIAS , AJOIO SP`ITTEIU
P 1002 2 X. 0372893 M CON,* LIST AUDI 3L-SPLTTTEIV
P 1003 3 X 8376151 AUTO TIME 8ASE C9RA$L-TOR. SCHi I
P 1.104 4. X, es;8422 WCL AUDIO/CTE • SPLITT-k -.
P 1000 6 c 0 0 C 0673733 FRONT PANEL ►T OF+ IT 9'A6tR0.
1007 7 0 0 0 t 8673743;1 REAR PANEL ?T 3F IT-9 ALTRO_
P 1008 8 0 0 0 0 8673740;1 CHASSIS PT DF'-IT--9 ALTRD
I 1009` 9 1 ;6534 2*3 CTN120 ;HD9t CM43SIS : CARD FILE
P 1011 SO I 1 } 06T37494Z PRINTED CARD _FILE ! { NEST`MOD)
I 1013 11
14. a ac III 26534 Z3p9.519.42 GUIDE
1 1014 12 1 1 1 j 26534- CTN120 SLIDE&.S.2T
I 101 s 13 1 1 1 a 26734 UCeP4 114.19 TOP COYER
1 101 6 14 26334 ZSR8.001.94' REAR SU.PPORT;EXT 444-ckelrosWr'
I 3017 15 1 26534 H0+9 HANOLESP	 SIFT
P 1016 10 1 1 0673749;;1 GRILCOi	 SPEAKEII








^^— SHEET/ PARTS LAST
 CAMDEN oLanr REV
QTR
CODE (DENT
PL 16 ,73734,---_ _
SHE ET
11
N A 7 
1
(/y^
"+6 •SPECIFICATION LINE — _	 __— RCA 'CORPORATION, NE W YORK. N Y.
NO_ ITEM OR -	 QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR So FIND	 N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING N0, DESCRIPTION M808 Doi A
i 1102' 1! 1 j 11 1 74t9360'91 4INS♦ RED
1 1'109` Ei I 10 9 91062 60+300643414 • 'OLARIZV414319T'
I 1111 23 3 1 '11929 281 BARRIER.1,1107 SWITCH,
1 1112 24 2 90929 208 DISPLAY SCREEN
1 1113 23 I 95906 MS.?I328*1028 KNOB
S 1114 24 i 96906 MSE1820:,2F25 KNOB
1 1119 . 27 1 96906 MS91528e.1KIB KNOB
1 1116 , 26 1 L 49986 KLTO.IG LOCK; KNOC
I t 1117 29 ARC AR. AR' ARI I
999129;99 MIRE# ELECTRICAL
I 1118 30 AR AR ° AR; AR
'
I 99912919 WIRE# ELECTRICAL

















SPECIFICATION N, LINE RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK. N r. 4967
0 NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER 'DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o FIND	 N0. M (DENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M505 , 504 503 502 501
I 120!' 33 AR AR 999129.3 MIRE, ELECTRICAL
1 1203 34 AR: AR 991129;1 MIRE; ELECTRICAL
1 1204 35 AR, AR 999130.99 wIREp ELECTRICAL
1 1205 36 Alt' AR_ 999127;9 MIRE; ELECTRICAL
1 1206 37 ARI AR 999127099 MIRE•	 ELECTRICAL__,._
M1L.C917/04 i 1207 38 AR, AR ARt AR 01349 RG187A/U COAX CA$tE	 -1
120 8 3 9 AR' AR 16428 03918 NIRE426"BELREN
1, 1209 40 AR AR 999128;40 WE# ELECTRICAL
1210 41 Alt AR 999128:9 WIRE* ELECTRICAL
1 1211 42 Alt AR 999128.99 wiRE+ ELECTRICAL
I 1212 43 AR AR, 16 59730 TC105A MOUNTi0o PWil
1 1213 44 AR AR. AR, AR 59730 TC110 SOLVE-IT
1 1214 47 16 A6 06090 013,11.00 THERMOFIT SOLDER ORM•ICII
1 121 5 46 DO PC 8902998;.13 TERMIVAL SrUEZLESS'
Mi2s241 1 1216 47 1 1 2 2
- 96906 MS25281R10 CLAMF#.CA5L9
M32P281 1 1217 48 1 1 96906 MS;5Z01R0 CAMMN- CAOL4








12 SHEET/ PARTS--LIST AN






H 49671SPECIFICATION - LINE ACA CORPORATION, NEW YORK. N Y.
NO.. ITEM OR OTY REOD PER DASH N0. U CODE PART OR !NOMENCLATURE OR S
03 FIND	 N0. M (DENT IDENTIFYING NO, DESCRIPTION M505 504 503 ;02 401
4AS43 i 1301 41 4 4 4 4 00205 NA1430DO.3Z SPACER;
1302 3 2 4 4 Q0204 NA;43001.48	 _ SPACERI
P 1303 53 1 1 51;3438,;4 SPACER
1 1304' 54 AR AR. 2 ? 37435.701 NUTS
1 1303 55 AR AR 12 1Z 96906 MS ;0341;t•S NIT* HEXAGON
2 1300 96 AR AR.___ 5 & 96900 MSZA341w63 NUT# HEXAGO`!
I 1305 58 AR All 2 d 96800 MS40341i103 NUT# HEXAGON
1309' 39 AR, AR 2 2 50204 NAR1633 04,6 SCREW
VA31640 T 1813 60 AR AR 2 2 $0205 NA5164012 MASHER-# LOCK
4451640 1 1311 61 AR AR 14 14. 8020? NA^1640w4 WONERA LOCx'
4AS1640 I i31t 62 AR AR: 10 W CO203 NAe4,1640 6 MASHER#	 LQCK,
4AS1 6 40 1 1313 63 AR AR 12 it 5020? NAx. 164,04 MASME.R'# LQCK
4AS1640 1 131 4 64 AR AR	 .. 2 2 QO?0i NA§1640;10 MASHER# LOCK,
1 1316. 66 AR AR 2 2 WASHER!
j
"{ 'DEC 1320 (6169)
^,	 ,	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IOENT SH ET
SHEET. PARTS LIST LT H PL 1
SPECIFICATION E j LINE RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK. N Y. (/y• 967
NO' ITEM OR OTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o -FIND NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M505 cO4 503 502 50.
1 1401 70 AR AR 2 2 00204 NAA1635;0294 SCREW
! 1402 71 !	 AR, AR 8 1i 80205 NAA1533.04i10 SCREW
1403 72 AR AR 2 211 40204 NAA1635s06.6 SCREW
j 1404 73 AR AR 4 I 00x05 NAS1635 06120 SCREW
I 1405 74 AR AR I 60203 NA51615 08;6 SCREW












'	 DEC 1320 (6169)
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE 1DENT SHEETq SHEET/ PARTS LIST RC/1 LTR PL 8372838 07
SPECIFICATION
fN I RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK, H Y, D ^49671
NO. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o, FIND	 N0. M (DENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M305 504 503 S02 501
P 0701 1 ` X 8372870 SCHEM DIAGi SPUTTER OUTPUT
P v702 2 x 8372839 MA PATTwPW; SPLITTER OUTPUT
I 0704 ♦ X 8030014 WORKMANSHIP SPEC# BASIC
P 0707 7 1' 8871774:1 HANDLE•BOARD
I 0714 A4 AR 8933343;8 CEMENT
I 0715 13 AR 2010103022 COPPER WIRE# ROUND* TINNED
V 0718 16 AR 2010909:812 INSULATING TUBING,
1 0717
I
17 AR 20108961320 SOLDIER* TIN.L%AD ALLOY













PREPARED BY	 DATE	 REL	 CODE iDENT NO.
BOARD .ASSEMBLY	 CHECKED BY	 DATE	 CONTRACT NO,




/ 1	 OF 9	 SHEETS
NEXT ASSY
	 I	 USED ON	 DESIGN ACTIVITY APPD	 DATE	 NAS 8-27968
REVISIONS




-^ D	 REV 15t_=D
E	 RE-V I 5E17
-	 INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS:
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) 	 QUANTITIES	 SYMBOL
C-Yards	 L—Pair.
E—Pints	 N—Kit	 Y	 furnished andF-Quarts 	 P—:Roll	 installed.G — Gallons 	 R — Boz,Case
B`—Feet	 J -Pounds	 document	 furnished	 .source control drawing
D—Ounces	 M=Set	 0—Forrefonl	 K— Govt or customer
A— riches 	 H - Barrels	 T—Each 	 X—Applicable	 U—Govtor customer	 *—Vendor item. See specification or
`	






	 REV	 CODE (DENT	 SHEET
sHEET^' PARTS LIST	 L7E	 pl 9372e40	 n2
FSPECIFICATION E j FINE
y in




_,. -11 	 1 U	 CODE	 PART OR	 NOMENCLATURE OR
S FIND NO.	 05	 SO4	 $03	 502	 501	 M	 (DENT	 IDENTIFYING NO.	 DESCRIPTION	 M
041L 00011015/16 I 0201 C1 1 81349 CK05BXIOZK CAPACITOR
MIL•Ca/1$__ 1 0202 C2 1 61349 CM05EDS10J03 CAPACITOR
MIL•C.11015/19 I 0203 C3 1 $1349 CK06SX103K CAPACITOR
MILnCa 1015 / 19 'I 0204 C4 1 •1949 CK060103K CAPACITOR
MIL-C.27287/1 I 0205 C5 1 61349 CTM103VAJ CAPACITOR
MIL.C.11013119 I 0206 C6 1 $1:349 CK06BX103K CAPACITOR
MIL•C^11015/19 F 0207 C7 1 81349
ICM06FDZDZJDS
CK06SX103K CAPACITOR
MIL•C.5 /18 I 0208 Ce 1 81349 CAPACITOR_
} MIL.C.11015/19
1 0209 ' C9 1 $1349 (CK06BX103K CAPACITOR
MIL.C.-11015/19 1' 0210 C10 1 $1349 CK06SX103K CAPACITOR
I 0211 ^C11 1 172982 801.050-65t-105m CAPACITOR
MIL•C•5/1$ I 0212 C12 1 1 81349 CM06FD202J03 CAPACITOR
E MILwC.5/18 I- 0214 C13 1 81349 CM05F030IJol CAPACITOR
MIL.C.11 /1$ 1 0215 C14 1 6,1349 CM06FO521JOS 'CAPACITOR
MIL*C.S/18 1 0216 Ci'6 1 $'1349 CM06FD681J03 CAPACITOR
Ml6•C•11o ,15/19 1 0217 C,16 1 $1349 CK06BX103K CAPACITOR
MIL+C•11015/19 1 0218 C17 1 81349 CK06SX101K CAPACITOR
rs0
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEET
SHEET/ PARTS LIST RCA ATE P^ 8372e40 03ti L INEL 49671SPECIFICATION, N RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK. N Y
NO. ITEM OR CITY'' REOD	 PER	 DASH	 N0. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR VFIND N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M303 304 303 302 -301
MIL•C.3/18 I 0301 C18 1 61349 CMOSE051OJol CAPACITOR
MIL+C:3/18,- I 0302 C19 1 81349 CMO9FDI5IJo3 CAPACITOR
MIL-C.i1019/19 I 0303 C20 1 81349 CK06SX103K CAPACITOR
MILwC.3/18 I 0304 C21 1 81149 CMOSED310J03 CAPACITOR
MIL.C:3/18 I 0309 C22.: 1 81349 CM05FO131JOS CAPACITOR
M1L.C.11013/19 1 0306 C23 1 81349 CK06Bx103K CAPACITOR
MIL.C.11013/19 I 030 19 C24 1 81349 CK06SX104K CAPACITOR
MILWC.11015/19 I 0309 C2S	 _ 1 01349 CK06SX104K CAPACITOR
M;L4C.a6.A3 I 0310 C26 1 61349 C513BFI96K CAPACITOR
MI:L.Ca6633 I 0311 C27 1 81349 C313BEL56K CAPACITOR
MIL.0n26638 I 03.12 C2A 1 81349 C31SOC316K CAPACITOR
I 0313 C91 1 61749 1N4148 DIODE
I 0316 cR2 1 81349 1N4146 DIODE
1 0318 L1 1 96906 M5905SUV COIL
1 0319 p 1 1 91662 00.7022:033:000001 CONNECTOR
rn ^^^	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEET
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTE PL 83726*0 04 
SPECIFICATION ^ LINE RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK. N. Y (/^	 7• 96
NO. ITEM OR CITY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
FIND N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M505 504 503 302' SOI
I 10401 O1 I ZN2219A TRANSISTOR
1 0402 02 1 ZN4839 TRANSISTOR
I 0403 03' 1 2NZ907A TRANSISTOR
I 0404 04 1 2NZ22 7 A TRANSISTOR
I 04o9 05 1 2N4959 TRANSIST11A
1 0406 06 1 2NIS69A TRANSISTOR
I 0407 07 1 ZN2907A TRANSISTOR
1 0408 08 1 2NIS69A TRANSISTOR
I 0409 09 1 2N2907A TRANSISTOR
.RMIL
	
a l /8 I 04.12.. R1 1 ( 81349 RC07G^102K R ESISTOR 
MIL.R.22684/2- I-- 0413 R2 1 '' 01349 RLZOS30IJ RESISTOR
1- 0414 3 -, 1 80294' 3009P1a101 RESISTOR
MILMR055182/3 I 0415	 ''__.R4 1 61349 RN60DIIOIF RESISTOR
MILOR.22684/1' I' 04 1 6 It$ 1 81749 RL07S201J RESISTOR
MIL.RWIO509/1 I .-0417 R6 1 81349 RN60DIO02F RESISTOR
MIL-R.Il / 3 I 0418 R7 1 81349 RC20GP561K RESISTOR
I
cn
y  CAMDEN PLANT
^^^-
REV CODE (DENT SHEET
r Si1CCT^ PARTS LIST LT R PL 8312840 03
SPECIFICATION
a
N. LINE RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK, N Y.
E A7
`"
NO' ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o FIND N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION My03 304 303 502 S o l
MIL•RB11/3' I 0301 R8 1 81349 RC07GPIZOK RESISTOR
MIL•R011 /3, 1 0902 R9--- 1 81349 RC07GPIZOK RESISTOR
MIL-R^22684 / 2 I 0903- RIO 1 81349 KLZOS50IJ RESISTOR
MIL.R.11/8 I 0 1 04 R 11 1 81349 RC07GF103K RESISTOR
MjLwR.11/g L 0903- 412 1 81349 RC07GFIOIK RESISTOR
MIL•R.11/8 1 0506, All 1 81349 RCO70p4709 RESISTOR
MILwRell/3 L 0907 R14 1 61349 RC07GF120K RESISTOR
MIL-Rw11/6 I 0909 R19 1 81349 RC07OP222K RESISTOR
MIL.R.11/8 I 0 1 10 RIO 1 81349 RC07GF47OK RESISTOR
MILoR•1. 1/8 I 0911 R17	 _, 1 $1349 RC07GF103K RESISTOR
MIL-Roll/3 I_' 0112 I	 1 61349 RCO7Gp12OK RESISTOR
MILaR.11/8 I 0914 R19 1 81349 RC07GF103K RESISTOR
MI'L+R.11/8 I 09IS R20 1 81349 RC07GF564K RESISTOR
MIL.R011/3 I '0316 R21 1 61349 RC07GF120K RESISTOR
MIL-R-11/3 I 0917 R22 1 81349- RC07GF120K RESISTOR
I 0310 R23 1 80294 3009PI-902 RESISTOR
CAMDEN PLANT
RC
REV CODE ]DENT SHEET
m
a SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR P^ 6372840 M6
SPECIFICATION LINE Rea CORPORATION, NEW YORK. N Y
E
• 967 1
NO.- ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR V
0 FIND	 NO, M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M303 304 303 . 302 !0 
MIL-Fw10509/1- 1 0601 1 61349 RN6005112F RESISTOR
MIL wRw10509/1 1 0602
1 1114
R25 1 61349 RN60CS112F RESISTOR
HIL•R.11/B 1 0603 R26 1 81349 RC07GF362K RESISTOR
M IL .R.105 09 11 1 0 6 04 R27 1 81349 RN60D611210 RESISTOR
MIL-8.10509/1 1 0605 R2q 1 81349 RN60DSIIZP RESISTOR
MIL-R.11/3 I 0606. R29 1 81349 RC07GP120K RESISTOR
MIL-R n ll/3 I (0608 R30' 1 81349 RC07GFIZOK RESISTOR
MIL•R.11/B 1 0609 431 1 41349 RC07GF103K RESISTOR
MILwRwll/B I 0610 R'32 1 81349 RC07GF683K RESISTOR
MIVRw11/8 1 0611, R33 1 11349 RC07GF102K RESISTOR
MIL.RwII/0 I 0612 834 1 I 81349 RC07GF472K RESISTOR
MIL.Rmll/8
-
0614 R39 1 81349 RC07OF223K RESISTOR
MIL-Kell/B 1' 0619 R36 1 81349 RC07GF132k RESISTOR
MIL-Rwll/3 1 0616 R37 1 81349 RC07GF120K RESISTOR
MIL"R•ll/8 I 0617 R38 1 61349 R107111471K RESISTOR
MIL.R.11/B 1 0618 R39- 1 61349 RC07OP103K RESISTOR
MIL+Rwll/B 1 0619 840 1 11349 IRC07GF663K RESISTOR
N CAMDEN PLANTRZA REV CODE (DENT SHEETD SHEEP/ PARTS LIST LTRE PL 81172840 07
SPECIFICATION N LINE RCA CORPORATION- NEW YORK. N Y. 49671  
NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR YFIND	 N0. M IDEN T IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M505 504 S03 302 SOl
M'IL•R.1T/8 I 0701 R41 1 81349 KC070PIO2K 7 RESISTOR
MIL•R013/6 I 0702 R42 1 81349 RC070F*7ZK 	- RESISTOR
MIL•R011/8 I 0703 R43 1 81349 RC07GF223K RESISTOR
MIL•R.11/e I 0704 R44 1 81349 RC07GFISIX RESISTOR
MIL090I1/3 1 0705 R45 1 61349 RC07GFIIOK RESISTOR
MILOR011/8 I 0706 R46 1 81349 RC07GF471K RESISTOR
MIL-R.11/3 I 0707 R47 1 61749 KC200680K RESISTOR
MIL-R.dl/3	 - I 0708 R46 1 81349 RC20GF680K RESISTOR
MIL •R.I14 I 0709 R49 1 81349 AC126FI71K RESISTOR
MIL•R.11/8 I '0710 RSO 1 81349 RCOtGF103K RESISTOR
MILOR.1118 I 0711 R51 1 $1349 KC076FIOIK RESISTOR
MIL.R.11/8 I 0712 R32 ' 1 61749 RCOTGFIOZX RESISTOR
M1L.R.11/S 1 0713 R53 1 81349 RCO7GFIOAK RESISTOR
MIL•R031/8 I 0714 R14 1 81349 RC07GF2EOK RESISTOR
I 0736 T1 3 00348 VM14M TRANSFORMER
I 0717 TJ1 1 0077.9 3:582340.1 JACK# TEST:BRN
I 0718 T42 1 00779 3.582340.2 JACK* TEST:REO
1 0719' TJ3 1 00719 3:082340.3 JACK, TEST:ORG
n
t
... IZ	 IF	 ;+	 g	 t	 r	 ,.	 >^	 t	
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.,




./1 REV CODE (DENT SH ET0IQ SHEET/ PARTS LIST ^T E P ^ a,:..0
SPECIFICATION N LINE' RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK. N Y.
/yam49671
NO. ITEM' OR CITY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S3:
o FIND N0. M 1DENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION MSOS 504 SOS 902 Sol
1 0801 TJ4 1 00779 7:382340.4 JACK# TIST:YEC
I 0803 TJ10 1 00779 3;302340.0 JACK] TEST;ILK
I. 0805 U1 1 04713 MC1712CL INTIORATED CIRCUIT
I 0807 U2 1 04713 MC1741CL INTIORATED CIRCUIT
1_ 0808 U3 1 04713 MC1458CL INTIORATED CIRCUIT
I 0810 VRL 1 11430226 01001m IINER
I 0811 VR2 1 1N302 21 DING ZENER
1 0 8 1'2 VR3 1 1N753A 01001* ZENER
,4--- r-
CAMDEN PLANT
RC/1 REV CODE ]DENT SHEETSHEET/ PARTS LIST 1-TE PL 8372 40 09
SPECIFICATION	 -
a LINE RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK. N Y 49671 
N0: ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR SFIND
	
N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M303 304 303 302 301
P 0901 1 X 8372871 SCHEM DIAG; VIDEO/AUDIO INPUT
P 0902
-2 X 8372841 MA PATT.PWi VIDEO/AUDIO INPUT
I 0904 4 X 8030018 WORKMANSHIP SPEC# BASIC
P 0907 7 1 8673774:2 HANOLEwBOARO
1 0909 9 1 6503606/4 MOUNTING PAD T0.3 PACKAC-,,
1 0910 10 6 832499301 SPACERP TRANSISTOR
I 0914 14 AR 633334308 CEMENT
1 0913 13 AR 201'0103:22 COPPER WIRE, AOUNDo TINNED
1 0916 16 oR 2010909:612 INSULATING TUBING
1 0917 17- AR, 2010836320 SOLDER# TIN.L8AO ALLOY
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FIRST APPLICATION
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CHECKED BY	 DATE CONTRACT NO.
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D -izEV I S ED
E - V_ E-V %'5 e 
F QI=VI5ED
G (ZEV 1!5 ED
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS:
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL










U . —Govtorcustomer 	 *—Vendor item. See specification or
furnished	 source control drawing.






CAMDEN PLANTRICA REV CODE IDENT SM ETEEF SHEET/ PARTS LIST `TRG PL •372652 n2
SPECIFICATION LINE. RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK N Y 49671
NO. ITEM OR CITY REOD PER DASH N0. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o' FIND NO. M (DENT IDENTIFYING NO, DESCRIPTION M05 SO4 503 502 501
MIL-C.5/18 1 0201 Cl 1 81349 CM06FD192J03 CAPACITOR
1 0202 C2 ///// N/A NOT USED
1 0203 C3 ///// N/A NOT USED
1 0204 C4 ///// N/A NOT USED
MIL"Cw5/15 1 0205 CS ///// 81349 CM09FO311JOS CAPACITOR
1 0206, C6 ///// N/A NOT USED
I 0208 C7 ///// N/A NOT USED
1 0209 C8 ///// N/A NOT USED
1 0210 C9 ///// N/A NOT USED
1 0211 C10'
I
///// N/A NOT USED
MIL-Co 11015/15 1 0213 C11 1 61349 CKOSBX102K CAPACITOR
MLL-C-11015/-19 1 0214 C12 1 01349 CAPACITOR
MIL-Co1101S/19 1 0215 C11  1 01349
11KO63XIOIII
CK06,6XIO3K CAPACITOR
MIL.0O5/18 1 0216 C14 1 51349 CMOSEOS10JOS CAPACITOR
MIL-CvIIO15/19 1 0217 C1S 1 51149 CK06BX104K CAPACITOR
MIL-CPIIO13/19 1 0218 C16 1 81349 CK06BX103K CAPACITOR
MIL-Cw1101s/19 1 0219 C1T' 1 81349 ICK068XI03K CAPACITOR
CAMDEN PLANTCA PEV CODE IDENT SHEETSHEET, PARTS LIST LTR PL $372842 01
LINE 496 7 1SPECIFICATION N. RCA CORPORATION- NEW YORK. N Y. •
U NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR Y0 FIND	 N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M605 504 503 502' S0-1'
MIL•C1I015/19 1 0301 Cie 1 81349 CK06BX103K CAPACITOR
MIL-c"11 /11 1 0302 C19 1 01349 CMO9FD221JO3 CAPACITOR
MIL•C9272$7/1 1 0303 C20 1 61349 CTMI03VAJ CAPACITOR
MIL•C.S /l$ I 0304 C21 1 $1349 CM06FI3272JOS CAPACITOR
MIL•C.S /1$ I, 0305 C22 1 81349 CM05FOIOIJD3 CAPACITOR
MIL•C06 /11 1 0306' C23 1 81349 CM06FD202J07 CAPACITOR
MIL•CO5 /1e I 0307' C24 1 $1349 CMOSFD221J03 CAPACITOR
MIL-C.5 /18 I 0308 C2S 1 $1349 CM06FO102JOS CAPACITOR
MIL•C.26655 '1 0309' C26 1 81349 CS13BF136K CAPACITOR
MILwC.1l0l9/19 I 0310 e27 •1 81349 CK06BX104K CAPACITOR
MIL.C.26655 I 0311' C g s 1 81349 CSISBP336K CAPACITOR
MIL•Cn13015/19 1 0312' C29 - 1 $1349 CK06SX104K CAPACITOR
MILvCa11015 /lf 1 0311 C30 1 81149 CK06SX104K CAPACITOR
MILmCwll0l5/lV 1 0314 C11 1 61349 CK06SX104K CAPACITOR
MIL-C.11015/19 1 0315 C32 1 81349 CK068XI04K CAPACITOR
MIL.1C.20655 1 0316 C13 1 81349 CS1301156K CAPACITOR
MILOC.26655 1 0317 C-84 1 61349 CS13SC336K CAPACITOR
MIL.C.il0I5/13 1 0310 C39 1 $1349 CK058XIOZK CAPACITOR






PLANT REV CODE	 IDENT. SHEET
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL 8372842 04
. . SPECIFICATION /^^-^- LINE RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK, .N. Y-
^ 4/y^`^
 ^^
NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH N0. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR YaF IND N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M505 504 503 502 501
MIL•C•R6655 1 0401 C17 ! 1 31349 CSIBBS566K CAPACITOR
2 0402 C-39 1 56299 TE1129 CAPACITOR
I 0403 CR1 1 31349 IN4148 DIODE 
1 0404 CR2 1 31349 IN4149 DIODE
I 0409 CR3 1 61349 IN4146 DIODE
1 0406 CR4 1 IN645 DIODE
1 0407 CR5 1 IN645 DIODE
1 040;5 ,  CR6 1 31349 IN4146 DIODE
1 0409 ICRT 1 IN645 DIODE
1 0410 ICj /1111 N/A NOT USED
1 0411 L'2 1111/ N/A NOT USED
1 0412 L3 1111/ N/A NOT USED
1 0419	 - L4 1111/ N/A NOT USED
1 0414 l5 1111/ N/A NOT USED
1 0415 C6 1111/ N/A NOT USED
1 0416 0 1 96906 M390537:37 COIL
1 0411 ► 1 1 91662 00.7022:0D9:000 ,;001 CONNECTOR
CAMDEN PLANT
RCA
REV CODE IDENT SHEET
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR P L 8372842 C5
SPECIFICATION
Q
N LINE 'RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK_ N Y
G 49671 
NO' ITEM OR QTY REQD- PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR V3
^
N0. IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. fiND DESCRIPTION MSOS 504 403 302 S ol
I 0901 01 1 2N2222A TRANSISTOR
I 0902
101
02 1 2N2222A TRANSISTOR
1 0103 1 2N2909A TRANSISTOR
I 0904 04 1 2N2909A TRANSISTOR
I' 0909 as 1 ZN2222A TRANSISTOR
1 0906 '06 1 2N2222A TRANSISTOR
I 0907 07 1 ZN290SA TRANSISTOR
MIL.R•11/8 t 0910 R1 1 #1349 RC01GF103K RESISTOR
MIL.R.11/8 I 0911 R2 1 61349 RC07OP333K RESISTOR
HIL•RN10509/I 1 0912 47' 1 81349 RN6007501F RESISTOR
MIL•RS22664/1 t 0913 R4 1 81349 RL07S201J RESISTOR
MILMR010509/1 I 0914 RS 1 81349 RN60DZISIF RESISTOR
MILORO11/3 1 0919 R6 1 61349 RCOTOP120K RESISTOR
MIL•R 11/3 1' 0316 RI 1 $1349 RC07GP120K RESISTOR
MILWR•10509/1 1 0317 R• 1 11349 RN6003322F RESISTOR
MILORO2268411 I '0918 R9-j 1 81349 RL07S202J RESISTOR
MILOR.11/8 t 0519 R10 1 11349 IRCOTGFI03K RESISTOR
CAMDEN FLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEET
D
a SHEET, PARTS LIST
^^
—
LTR PL 8372442 06
SPECIFICATION i7 LINE RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK n Y
4 4967 1
NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U 'CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR YFIND NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M505 $04 $04 $02 901
MIL-R.10509/1 1 0601 Ril 1 41349 RN60 OOIF RESISTOR
MIL-R.10509/1 1 060: R12 1 •1349 AN600261OF RESISTOR
MIL*R.10509/1_ 1 0603 113 1 81349 RN6OD5621F RESISTOR
MIL-R+11/3 I 0604 R14 i 41349 RCOTGF120K RESISTOR
MIL*R+ll/3 1 0609 R1S 1 91349 KC070FLEOR RESISTOR
MIL.R* 11/8 I 0606 R16 1 81349 RC07GF683K RESISTOR
MIL•RaWS I 060 8 417 1' 61349 RC076PI03K RESISTOR
MIL*R*11/B 1 0609 RIB 1 8,1349 RC07GF103K RESISTOR
MIL*R*10509/1 1 0610 R19 {	 1 61349 RN6OD1002F ;RESISTOR
MIL OR010509/1 I 0611 R20 (	 1 81349 RN60DI472F RESISTOR
1 0612 Rtl 1 1 .4 0294 3009.$1+iO3 RESISTOR
MIL*R*10509/1 1 06:14 R22 /J///^ 81349 RN6009111F RESISTOR
I 0615 R23 ///// N/A NOT USED
MIL-R*10509/1 1 0616 R24
!
f
1 $1349 RN60DSIIIP RESISTOR`
1 0517 R29 1 90294 3009P1*103 RESISTOR
MIL-R*1OS0911 1 0618 R2.6 1 61349 ^RN6005111F RESISTOR
MIL*R*10509/1 1 0619 R27 ' 11 181349 RN60D1'002F IRESISTOR
CAMDEN PLANTRCA REV CODE (DENT SHEETSHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL 6372642 07a LINE G 49671SPECIFICATION RCA CORPORATION NEW YORK. N Y
NO. ITEM OR QTY 'REOD PER DASH NO„ - U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR Y0 FIND NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO_ DESCRWTION M503 304 301 303 s01
MILWAS11/6 1 0701 426 1 61349 RC07OP103K RESISTOR
101I16-01610909/1' I 0702 X29 1 61349 RN 6003062F' RESISTOR
MILwR.11/6 I 0703 R30 1 61349 RC07GF103K RESISTOR
M LwRall/6 I 0704 RS1 1 61349 RC07GF622K r,ESISTOR
MILwRwl.l/6 I 0709 R32 1 61349 RCOYGP193K RESISTOR"
MILwRwll /6 1 0706 R33 1 61349 RC07GF330K RESISTOR
MILwRwll/6 1 0706 'R34 1 01949- RC07GF101K RESISTOR
MIL.Rwll/6 I 0709 R39 1 61349 ' 'RC07GF101K RESISTOR
M116•R011/6 I 0710 R36 1 61349- RC07GF022K RESISTOR
MIL.R011/6 I 0711 R37 1 01149 RC070F392K RESISTOR
MILwR.11/6 I 0712 R;8 1 813019 RC07GF562K' RESISTOR
MILwRmll/6 I 0714 419 1 61349 RC07GP392K RESISTOR
MIL wR0ll/6 1 0719 R40 1 61349	 "RC07GFSA2K RESISTOR
M1L•Rw;l/6 1 0716 R41 1 $1349 RC07OP4229 RESISTOR
M1LwRw•ll/l 1 0711 442 1 •1349 KC07GPISIK RESISTOR
MILwRw11/e I 0718 R43 1 81349 KC07GF330K RESISTOR
►P
rn
^^ n	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEET
a
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL 83726*2 OB
SPECIFICATION' LINE RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N. Y
r {/^^ /yam 671
•
a NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
n
FIND	 N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M03 : 504 $03 S02 S01
MILwRw11 / B I 0801 R44 1 81349 KC07GPIOLK RESISTOR
MILwRwl ,l/g I 0802 R4 5 1 81349 RC070FIOIK RESISTOR
MILwRwll/B I 0807 R46 1 81349 KC076111 11i RESISTOR
MILwRn11/g 1 0804 R47 1 81349 RC07GF392K RESISTOR
MIL-Rwll/B I 0809 A48 1 31349 RCOTGFS62K RESISTOR
MIL-Rwll/3 I 0806 R49 1 41149 RC20GF101K RESISTOR
MIL-Rwll / 3 I 0807 R50 1 81349 RC20GF791K REWTOK
MILwRwll / g I 0808 A51 1 41349 RCOTGF103K RESISTOR,
MILwRw1OS09/1 I 0809 R52 1 81349 RNOOD1S0111 RESISTOR
I 0811 TJY I 1 00779 3.382140. 1' JACK# "TEST BRN
I 0812 TJ2
f'
1 00779 3+6 11 2540.2 JACKs TFSTRRO
I 0013 T43 1 00779 3 3823'40-7 JACKS TftT;0RG
1' 0814 744 1 00779 3-3 112 340-4 JACKS TEST;YfC
I 0617 TO 1 00779 3:582340• •3" JACK, TES'i GRN
I 0816 TJ6 1 00779 3:5112340.6 JACK# TEST+BLU
1 0818 TJ10 1 00779' 3:592340-0 JACK, TEST:BLK
CAMDEN PLANTRICA REV CODE IDENT SH ET0^SHEET] PARTS LIST LTA, PL $37,2142
LINE (/{"^ 967SPECIFICATION ,N RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK. N Y 	 -
ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. O CODE PART OR NOMENCLATAIRE OR SNO.
o FIND NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESGRIPTEON M$03 304 302 302 301
I 0901 U1 1 04713 MCITi2Ct INTEGRATED CIRCIJIT
1 0902 U2 1 04713 MCITIOCL INTEGRATED CIRCUI t
1 0903 U7 1 04713 MC8601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIY
I 0904 U4 1 04713 MC16OlL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0909 U3 1 04713 MCE6016 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0906 Utr 1 04713 MC1601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0907 UT 1 04713	 - MCRbO1L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0908 U8 1 04713 MC#601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0909 U9 1 04713 MC7400L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0910 Ul0 1 04713 MC8601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0911 U11 1 04713 MC7400L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0912 U12 1. 04713 MC8601l INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0913 VR1 1 1NSO22E DIODE& ZENER
1 0914 VR2 1 1N793A DIODE& 11NER
CAMDEN PLANT
nr
REV CODE 1DENT $ EET
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTRG PL 0172442 0LINE 9671SPECIFICATION RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK N Y- •
0
NQ. ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE ' OR S
o
FIND	 N0. M (DENT IDENTIFYING
	 NO. DESCRIPTION M305 504 3'01 502 501
P 1001 1 X 072872 SCHEM DIAG, SPLITTER TIMING
P 1002 2 X 18372843 MA PATT.PWi SPLITTER TIMING
I 1004 4 +
I
x 40700i6 WORKMANSNIP SPECO BASIC
P loo! 1'' 1 8671774.3 HANDLIWARD
1 1009 9 :
1
3 8505806:4 MOUNTING PAD TO-$ PACKAGE
1 1010 10 4 8124993.1 SPA'CERi TRANSISTOR
1 1414 14 AR' 85313430'8 CEMENT
1 1019 13 AR- 2030103:22 COPPER WIRE, RO U N D, TINNED
I 1016 16 AR 2030909,412 INSULATING TURING
1 1017 17 AR 2010858.320 SOLDER# TIN.LMA'D ALLOY



















CHECKED BY 	 -	 DATE CONTRACT N0.




EXTERNAL SYNC NAS 8-27968
QESIGN.ACTIVITY APPD	 -	 DATE
FIRST APPLICATION
REVISIONS
LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED I	 LTR	 I DESCRIPTION DATE' APPROVED
A REV 15 ED
B REW I5ED
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS-
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL
A-IAches -' H — Barrels 	 T-Each










U—Govt or customer *—Vendor. item. See specification or








R4 1 LTR CODE IDENT ^^ 8373015 HET
a SHE 	I PARTS LIST a 49671SPECIFICATION ,- LIN E RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK,. N.. Y
ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR SNO.
C FIND NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M30! 504 303 302 30'1
MIL•Ce13019/16 1 0201 E1 1 161349	 lCKO'3@xlolK CAPACITOR
MIL-C.11019/ 19 I' Out C2 1 $1349	 I CK06aff103K CAPACITOR
MIL.Cea/16 I 0203 C2 1 61349 CM060102J03 CAPACITOR
MIL.G27267 /'l 1 0204 C4 1 $1349 CTH14lVAJ CAPACITOR
MILeC:b/16 1 0209 C3 ! 161349 CM06E0232d03 CAPACITOR
MIL•CO3/16 I -0206 C6 1 $1349 CMOSED310JO3 CAPACITOR'
MIL•Ce9 / 16 I 0207 C7 1 61349 CM09Ed391JO3, CAPACITOR
MIL•Cn3/18 I 0206 C& 1 61349 CMO-?ED2t1Jof CAPACITOR
MIL•C 11019/19 1 0209 C9 1 01:49' CK06SX103K CAPACITOR
MIL.Cw62/1 1 0210 CIO 1 61349 CE11{t21A CAPACITOR
I 0213 L1 1 96906 MS90337037 COIL
I 0216 P1 1 91662 00•7022yo33;000-001 CONNECTOR
1 0219 C1 1 04713 2N2222 TRANSISTPR
CAMDEN PLANT
RCA
REV CODE ' IDENT SH	 'i
D SHEET/ PARTS LIST TR'1 PL 837$015 0
PINE ^^^SPECIFICATION I j RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK. H Y •
NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. q CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o FIND NO, M [DENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M505 SO4 503 S02 SOI
MIL-R,.11/• I 0101 Rl 1 181349 RCOTGF472K RESISTOR
MIL wRw11/8 1 0302	 ` 'RZ 1 41349 RC07010 103K RESISTOR
MIL-R.11/8 1 '0303 R3 1 81349 RC07GFIOIK RESISTOR
MIL-Rw11 1 8 1 0304 R4 3 81149 RC07GF10ZK RESISTOR
!IL-Rw11/ 8 I 0303 1 81349 RC07GPI03K RESISTOR
^4I1.wR-10909/1 I 0306 R6 1
J
$1349 RN6001002F RESISTOR
N L-R-10509 11- 1 0307 R7' 1 81349 RN600147ZF RESISTOR
MIL-Rw11/8 1 0308 R8 i 1 81349 RC07GFI0ZK RESISTOR
I 0309' R9 1- 32997 3009P1.101 RESISTOR
MIL-R„10909/1 1 0310 R10 1 81349 RN6001002F RESISTOR
NIL•R"11/8 1 0311 R11 1 81349 RC07GFIOZK RESISTOR
I 0312 R12 1 12997 3009Pi-103 RESISTOR
mlL-Ro lOS09/'1 I 0313 R13
i
1 61349 RN6009111F RESISTOR
MIL-9.10909 / 1 1 0314 R14' 1 81349 RN60pi002F RESISTOR







REV CODE (DENT SHEET
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL 9373015 D4
SPECIFICATION
a LINE





NO. ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
c FIND	 NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO, DESCRIPTION M$05 504 503 S02 501
I 0401 TJ1 1 00779 3;592340-1 JA^Ks, TF,,ST,BRN
I 0402 TJ2 1 00779 3.562340.2 JACKi TEST RED
I 0403 TJ3 1 00779 3;5 8 2340.3 JACKi TEST;-URG
I 0404 TJ4 1 00779 3.5E2340.4 JACK* TEST:YEC
I 040$ TJS 1 00779 3+582340wS JACK#	 TEST;-GR;N
1 0407 TJ10 1 00779 3:382340.10 JACK-TEST, BLK
CAMDEN PLANTItC/1 REV CODE (DENT S	 ETSHEET/ PARTS LIST `T^ PL •s»olsa 49671SPECIFICATION. RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N. Y.
r^ NO' ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
n
FIND N0.
M (DENT IDENTIFYING NO, DESCRIPTION M009 904 , ! 903 902 s01
1 0503 U1 1 1 04713 MC160i: INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0904 U2 1 04713. MW60iL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 '0909 U,3 1 ' ,04713 MC1601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0306 U4 1 104713 MC8601L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1 0307 us i 047'i7 MC11160iL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT




CAMDEN PUNTRC11 REV CODE (DENT SHEET
4 SHEE^ PARTS LIST
LTA PL 8171019' o.
SPECIFICATION N RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N. Y. 49671
0 NO, ITEM OR QTY REQD PER DASH. NO, U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
FIND NO. M (DENT IDENTIFYING NO.i05 DESCRIPTION M0♦ SOS ' 502 50
P 0601 1 X 867401) SCHEM DIAG•`
 EXTERNAL SYNC
P 0602 2 X 8571014 MA PATT PNi ETERNAL SYNC
1 0604 4 X 8030018 WORKMANSHIP SPEC# BASIC
P 0607 7 1 867577408 MANDLE$pOARD
1 0610 10 1 852409001 SPACER* TRANSISTOR
1 0614	 ''14 AR 8535343.68 CEMENT
1 0615 15 AR 2010105.22 COPPER WIRES ROUNI"• TINNED
1 0616 16 AR 2010409:812 INSULATING TOBING
1 0617 17 AR 2010858:820 SOLDER# TIN.LlkO ALLOY




















NEXT ASSY	 I	 USED ON
CHECKED BY	 DATE CONTRACT NO.
HAS $-2796$-DESIGN ACTIVITY APPD	 DATE
FIRST APPLICATION
REVISIONS
LTR I DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS:
UNITS. OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL



























REV CODE IDENT SHEET
SHEET/ PARTS LIST A
^^ 66717ST
SPECIFICATION M LINE RSA CORd6RA710^f, NEW YORK, N Y. 4971
ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S0 NO.
FIND NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING
	
NO. DESCRIPTION M4105 )04 10) !02 50
MILeCo6/16 1 0201 C1 1 61)49 CM09PD101JOf CAPACITOR
MIL0001/16 1 0202 I:2 1 0149, CM06PO472JOS CAPACITOR
MIL•Ce!/16 1 0207 CJ 1 61149 CM06FD162JDS CAPACITOR
14IL•CoD/11 I 0204 C4 1 1A49 CMO®F0112J01 CAPACITOR
MILoCa j11 I DID $ CS 1
L.
61169 CMOlF0241J01 CAPACITOR
1 0209 L1— 1 —i72299 MEEVLis COIL
1 0210 L2 1 72259 ^ MEEV1.6.2^ COILS VARIABLE
I 0211 L1 1 122 09 WFEVL1 9 1 COIL (NY TRON3CS)
I 0216 111 1 6977190;1 SWITCH# TOGGL!1
k:
p..
CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT SHEETN
SHEET/ PARTS- LIST LTR PL 5673757 03
SPECIFICATION N LINE . ACA CORPOF;ATION. NEW YORK, N. Y. A 496-71
ITEM OR CITY REOD PER DASH, N0. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S0 NO.
o FIND NO. M [DENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M5% 5^ a. 5o3 T 50^ 501
P 0301 1 Z 5672810 acm DLO, BISSE6 !LlR/tQL
P 0203 2 1 8673761 HA PATT-PY,BE83EL 11MV)KL
P 0303 3 1 8673762 1111mm DYD, MSEL FLTR/BQL
I 0304 4 1 8030018 YOIIDIAvmp BPIC, BASIC
1 0305 5 1 2020463 WX3Xi !l'AL AIO PLASTIC 39
I 0309 9 AR b983173-1 UMS IWKIIa Wom	 -
1 0310- 10 11 8550137-2 Tffaa AL
I 0915 15 I AR 999127-9 WIN, UWTRTCAL
I 0317 17 AR 2010858-320 9DLDER, TIII-LEAD AUff
I 0319 18 AR W573-2 1RM, SOLING, AW IIPRO83S
PARTS
	
LIST	 ( ^"'+^ f	 RCA CG0.AC'RATION I NEW YORK, NY 	 REVISE N	 REVtr^1 0 rlj	 PL 8 X75682 LIR
CAM fJEN N J	 PLANT 1
LIST TITLE:	 REL	 CODE (DENT NO.	 SHEET 	 iPKEPARED BY' 	 GATE
5 AUG113T IM	 49671	 -	 OF f	 SHEETS
CT E	 [?E- M-U X	 A S T P	 CHECKED BY	 DATE	 CONTRACT NO,
_	 ..,c	 GWwn A-. 1 16.T, ni-ry 	 -GniE	 . v t-• a	 r	 t 1 / . L• /	 ^
F!RST APPLICATION
REVISIONS
LTR	 DESCRIPTION	 DATE	 APPROVED'	 LTR	 DESCRIPTION	 DATE	 APPROVED
•I
I
INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLOWS:
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) 	 _	 QUANTITIES	 SYMBOL
A—Inches	 H•-Barre ls	 T—Each	 X—Applicable	 U—Govtorcustomer- fk -Ve(doritem.Seespecificationor
C—Yards,	 L -Pair
E—Pints	 N -Kit	 Y	 furnished and
B—Feet	 J -Pounds	 document	 furnished	 source control drawing. -
D—Ounces	 M-Set	 0—For refoc!	 K—Govt or customer




,.. a	 <.. •	 ^.	 :.	 tfin ^p.•	 -	 . .,... s	 ,. ^... .,	 -..	 we9vaip+lNtF- '+.	 .f4Y^K,lMRIWN+Ya*dWt
!F—Quarts	 P-Roll	 installedG- Gallons R -Box, Case 	 ///I- Not used
bmi
CAMDEN_PLENT REV CODE (DENT SHEET
<
rn
SHEET/ PARTS LISTR 1 V -  1 M(3 LTR r."p L 8375682 U2SPECIFICATION h LINE RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK. N. Y. 49671NO. ITEM OR OTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
c FIND N0. 509 504 $03 5n2 5 1 1 M IDENT IDENTIFYING	 NO. DESCRIPTION M
M2L-C-1 015/19 1 0 201 C1 1 81349': CK068X104K
{
^oDAt,^T;.R
MIL-C-11019/19 I 0202 C2 1 81349 CK06BX104K CAPACITOR
1MIL-C"11015119 0 2 0 3 C3 1 61349 CK06BX104K CAPACITOR
MIL-C-2,728 7 1 020 4 C4 1 81349 CT p1104VAJ CAPACITOR
14IL-C-2`7287/1 I o205-- CS 1 - 81349 CTM103VAJ CAPACITOR
M1L-C^rII( , lS/19 1 0 206 C6 1 81349 CK06SX103K CAPACITOR
1416-C-39003/1 I 0207 C7 1 81349 CSR13C107KM CAPACITOR
MIL-CAS/18 I- 02 0 8 C8 1 61349 CM06FD56IJ03 CAPACITOR
MIL-Cw5/18 I 0209 C9 1 61349 CM06F0561'J03 CAPACITOR
MIL-C+S/18 •I 021C C30 1 81349 CM06F0332J93 CAPACITOR
MjL-C.11D15/19 I 02 11 C11_. 1' 81349 CK06BX104K CAPACITOR
MIL-C-11013/19 1 0 2 1 2 C12 1 51349 CK068X1Q4K CAPACITOR
M>iL^C .-i101s/19 I 0 2 13 C13 1 - 81349 CK068X104K CAPACITOR
M 'L-C+i)Ols / 19 I 6214 C14. 1 81349 CK06SX104K CAPACITOR
MIL-Ci1(j15/19 I X215 C15 1 81349 CK06BX104K CAPACITOR
02 1 6 C16 1 51349 CELIC130D
H CAMDEN PLANTIqGA REV CODE (DENT SH ETSHEET/  +TPARTS L:'J 1 LTR w^ pL 8375682 _ 0
SPECIFICATION.. H:
_
LING. It	 COR►ORATION. NEW YORK, N. Yl 496 +
N0. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART' OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
o
-
FIND N0. M IDENT IDENTIFYING -NO..- 	 - DESCRIPTION MSt^S 504 503 SU2 SO1
MIL•5-19SOU / 11 I v%Ui CR1 1 81i^4i J-'vtlin4i 4-8 OIUDE
MIL-S-19500 1 11 I 0302 CR2 -'- - -- --	 1 81349 JANIN4148 DIODE
I 0305 P1 1 91662 00-7022035=000.001 CONNF_CTUR
MIL-R-11/B I '0308 _ R1 1 61349 RC07GF103J RESISTOk
MIL•R-i1/8 I 0309 R2 1 41349 RC07GF103J RESISTOR
MIL-R= 11/8 I .031C R3 1 81349 RC07CF104J RESISTOR
MIL
-R-il/8 I 03 11 R4 1 81349 RC07GFIOOJ RESISTOR
MIL-R-11/8 I 0 3 1 2 RS 1 81349^ RC07GFIOOJ RESISTOR
MIL-R-il/8 1 03 13 R6 1- 81349 RC07GF183J RESISTOR
I 03 14 R7 1 80294 3009p ;1-503 RESISTOR
MIL-R-1118 1 0 3 1 5 R8 1 81349 RC07GF223J RESISTOR
MI L-11mil / 8 I 0 3 1 E R9 1 81349 RC07GF103J RESISTOR
MIL-R-11 / 8 I 0 3 17 RIO 1 01349 RC07GF103J RESISTOR
MLL^R-11/8 1' 0312 Ril 1 b1349 RC07GF472J RESISTOR
MIL-R-1°1/8 I
-0 3 15 R12 1 81349 RC07GF103J RESISTOR
1
6
N ^ CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE (DENT PL 8375692 SHE ETSHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR U4SPECIFICATION LI NE RCA` CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N. Y: 49671
NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
505 504 503 502 501FIND N0; M" iDENT IDENTIFYING
	
N0. -	 DESCRIPTION M
M IL-R-11 /H I 0401 R13 1 "1349 RC07GF1112J REeItTr1R
MIL-R-11/8 I 0402 R14 1 81349 RC07GF150J RESISTOR
MIL-R-10509/1 I 0403 R15 1 61349 RN60DIO02F RESISTOR
1 0404 R16 1 10294 30091)1-103 RESISTOR
MIL-Rw22684/1 1 040 5 tR17 1 81349; RL07S512J RESISTOR
M IL-R-11/'8 I 0406 R18 1 81349 RC07Ci
l
103J RESISTOR
MIL-R-11/8 I 0407 R19 1 $1349 RC07GF102J RESISTOR
MIL-R-11/8 I 0408 R20 1 81349 RC07GF103J RESISTOR
MIL-Re11/d I 0 4 0 5 R21 1 91349 RC07GF102J RESISTOR
MIL-R-11/d I 041C R22 1 81349-< RC07GF102J RESISTOR
MIL-R-11'/8 1 .0411 R23 1 01349 RC07GF112J RESISTOR
MIL-R"11/8 I 0412 R24 1 d1349 RC07GF103J RESISTOR
MIL-R-11/8 I 041= R25 1 81349 RC07GF181J RESISTOR
MIL-R-11/8 I 041 4 R26 1 61349 RC07GF683J RESISTOR
HIL=E-11' I 041 5 R27 1 01349 RC20GF39IJ RESISTOR
MIL-11-11/'8 I 0 41E R28 1 81349 RC07GF102J RESISTOR `.
MIL•R-il/8 I 0417 R29 1 61349. RC07G F153J RESISTOR
N CAMDEN PLANTnon REV CODE IDENT SHEETSHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL x375682 OS
SPECIFICATION LINE RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK. N . Y.
_
(/y^` 9671
0 NO' ITEM OR QTY READ PER DASH NO. U f	 CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
FIND N0. M !'	 IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M5(15 504 503 502 501
I 1%501 Tali 1 00779 3-58?340
-
1 JACK. TLST-RRN'
1 0502 TJ2 1 00779 3-582340-2 JACK, TEST-RED
1 0503 TJ3 1 00779 3-582340-3 JACKi TEST-ORG
I 0 5 04 TJ4 i 00779 3-582340-4 JACK, TEST-YEL
r
1 0505 TJ5 1 00779 3-582340-5 JACK* TEST-GRN
1 05 06 TJ6 1 00779 3-582340-6 JACK# TEST-6LU
I 1 0507 TJ7 1 00779 3--582340-7 JACK# TEST—VIOLET
1 051C TJ10 1 00779' 3-582340-0 JACK# TEST-BCK
I 05 1 2 U1 1 04713 MC4044L INTFXiIWIM CIRCUIT
I 0 5 1 3 U2 1 04713 MC1458L - INTWjRATED CIRCUIT
I 0 5 1 4 U3 1 04713 MC4024L IINTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 05 1 5 U4 1 04713 MC7490L INTSGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0516 U5 1 04713 MC7473L INTiMRATED CIRCUIT
I '0517 U6 1 04713 MC7404L INTS3RATED CIRCUIT
I 051 8 U7 1 01295 SN74123J INTDGR.ATED CIP4UIT







SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR pr" L 8375682 06
SPECIFICATION.: LINE - ';RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK. N. Y. ^96
N0. ITEM OR CITY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
C FIND N0. M I DENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION
Y
M505 504 503 502' 5%
I 0601 U9 ) 04713 MC74 1 91. INTFCHATED CIRCUI`1'
I 0 602 010 1 04713 MC74931 INTEGRATM CIRCUIT
I 0 60 : U11 1 03295 SN741.04J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
T -0604 U12 1 04713 MC7430L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0 60 5 U13 1 04713 MC7400L INTEGR4TED CIRCUIT
I 0 606 U14 1 04713 NC7420L INTEGRAT0 CIRCUIT
I 0601 U15 1 04713 MC7493L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I - 0 60 8 U16 1 04713 MC1710L INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I ' O60S U17 1 01295 SN74164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0610 U18 1 01295 SN74164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 0611 U19 1 - U1295 SN74164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
I 06 1 2 U20 1 01295 SN74164J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
MIL-S"19500 / 121 I '0615 VR1 1 81349 JAN1N751A DIODE#	 ZENER
MIL- S• 19500 /12 I o616 VR2 ` 1 81349 JANIN753A DIODE, ZENER





ssi^t, +4^+w, rk;^,t++u`	 ^uy;a ,	 ,. ^ 	
xws `^	  
	 ^ ,;u . „„	
,.	 ^	 ,Ga,»f ,^A
_	
..	 ,	 .
1to ^^^_	 CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE (DENT SH fET
SNEET/ PARTS LIST LTR PL 8375682 u
SPECIFICATION N LINE RCA CORPORATION. NEW YORK. N. Y. • ^^
NO. ITEM OR CITY READ PER DASH NO. U CODE' PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR Y
C FIND NO.. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M505 504 '303 502 501
P 0701 1 _ X 8375h64 SCIJFMA Mi 	CTc DEMI'lx
P 0702 2 X 8676332 HA PATT-fly, GTE DEMUZ
I 0704 4 X 8030018 WORKMANSHIP SPECP BASIC
P 0707 7 1 8673774 HANDLE—BOAPD
I 0704 9 ////! 8505806x4 MOUNTING, PAD TD-5 PACKAGE
I 07 1C 10 1l/// 8524995-1 SPACER# TRANSISTOR
I 071 4 14 AR 8533343-S CEMENT
I 0715 15 AR 2010105=22 COPPER WIREp ROUND* TINNED
I 071t 16 AR 2010909-812 INSULATING TUBING
I 0 17 17 AR 2010858=320 SOLDER, TI N'-LEAD ALLOY









GPARTS LIST RCA tnRlURliION.j NEW YORK, NY^'' +\
RiV!SIDNDATE
PL  8676 .34 1 r
-REV
LTR
—!	 C /^ ttA t) .I-4	 N j	 PLANT
LIST TITLE[






REL CODE IDENT N0,
.4967 S HCET	 1OF	 SHEETS
CHECKED BYAT CONTRRACT NO.
(	 NFVT ^^CV	 {	 t)CE IJ ,\AI ^` ^.a 1	 - _ I ^1 ^^ ^lip	 \	 \1,	 it%	 Lh{v
FIRST APPLICATION
REVISIONS




INTERPRET SYMBOLS USED AS FOLLO'1VS:
UNITS OF MEASURE (UM) QUANTITIES SYMBOL







E- Pints	 N — Kit
F-Gua:!s	 P —RollG-Gallons	 R --Box, Case
document
-O—For ref only
////— '.,l ot  mad
furnished	 source control drawing




CAMDEN PLANT REV CODE IDENT ^^2ET
SHEET/ PARTS LIST LTR
b1	 8576341
f 1^
SPECIFICATION H LINE RCA` CORPORATION. NEW YORK. N- Y 4A 7`^N0. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. 0 CODE PART' OR NOMENCLATURE OR S
FIND NO. M IDENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M505 504 503 502 501




1 0202 A2 1 28480 HP5082-7300 LED DISPLAY
1 0203 A3 1 28480 HP5082-7300 LED DISPLAY
= 0204 A4 1 28480 HP5052,7300 LED DIWAY
1 1 0205 A5 1 28480 HP5082.7300 LED D1SPCAY
I 0206 A6 1 26480 HP5082-7300 CED DISPLAY
1 0207 A7 28480 HPO082-7300 LED DISPLAY
I
1 0208 AS 28400 HP50827300 LED DISPLAY 1
MCA-	 CAMDEN PANT REV CODE iDENT S^iF.ETSHEET/ PARTS	 CT	 LIST LTR 8576341PLa f	 \ 1 V 49671SPECIFICATION.. N RCA CORPORATION, NEW YORK. N. Y. 	 -NO. ITEM OR QTY REOD PER DASH NO. U CODE PART OR NOMENCLATURE OR VC FIND N0. M (DENT IDENTIFYING NO. DESCRIPTION M505 5D4 503 502 501 ! I
0302 2 X
i
8371958 SCFEKATIC GTE DISFLAT
1 0303 3 X X 8030022 WORKMANSHIPi NASA COMPLLANT
1 0304 4 X X 2020319 MECZD G MNL` SOLDERING PROCESS
! 0305 5 X 2020341 MSTRE C FP COATIVG"ELEC PTS
! 0306 6 X, ZD20999 AOHESIVE-BONOIVG COMP'TO PWB
E 0310 -10 X .6676340 MA PATT DIPLAY1,GSE
E 0311 11 1 8676341;502 DISPLAY GSE
E, 0312 12 1 8676340-1_ 80 PW
I 0313 13 21 8153202=1 -' TERMINAL
OQes•s71.^;_- T 0315 15' AR' 81346 SN63WRAP2 SOLDER
!' 0316 16 AR 2010573=1 FLUXP SOL' OE RINS, ALCHL-RJS14
- -- I 0317" 17 AR 2016 53 EPDXY-POLYAMIDE CO.AT14,G
1 0318 18 AR" 8533343 EPDXY FORMULATI04S
J
1
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